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FOREWORD

_This monograph by William G. Buss is one or a series of state-
of-the-knowledge papers* dealing with the general topic of student
control and student rights in the public schools. The papers were
prepared through a cooperative arrangement between the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Educational Management and the National Organ-
ization on Legal Problems of Education (NOLPE). Under this ar-
rangement, the Clearinghouse provided the guidelines for the or-
ganization of the papers, commissioned the authors, and edited the
papers for content and style. NOLPE selected the topics and
authors for the papers and is publishing them as part of a mono-
graph series.

Mr. Buss surveys the methods used to investigate and prevent
crime in school, and examines some of the possible legal claims that
students might make in objection to those methods. In an extensive
analysis of five court eases, he_ gives particular attention to the
legal issues related to searches of student lockers by school law en-
forcement authorities.

Mr. Buss is a professor of law at the University_ of Iowa, where
he teaches educational law, constitutional law, and_ labor_ law. He
received his bachelor's degree with honors from Yale College in
1955 and his law degree with honors from Harvard Law School in
1960.

From 1964 to 1967 Mr. Buss was a lecturer on education and asT
sistant to the dean of the Graduate School of Education at Harvard
University. He _has been at the University of Iowa since 1967. His
most recent publication is an article, "Procedural Due Process for
School Discipline: Probing _the Constitutional Outline," published
in the University of Pennsylva:'ia Law Review, February 1971.

PHILIP K. PIELE, Director
ERIC Clearinghouse
on Educational Management

jOHN PHILLIP LINN, Past-president
National Organization on Legal
Problems of Education

*The other four papers are: (1) Legal Aspects of Control of Student Activities by
Public School Authorities, by E. Edmund Reutter, Jr., Professor of Education, Columbia
University; (2) Rights and Freedoms of Public School Students, by Dale Gaddy, Di-
rector, Microform Project, American Association of Junior Colleges, Washington, D.C.;
(3) Suspension and Expulsion of Public School Students, by Robert E. Phay, Associate
Professor of Public Law and Government, University of North Carolina; and (4) Legal
Aspects of Student Records, by Henry E. Butler, Jr. Professor of Educational Adminis-
tration, University of Arizona.
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LEGAL ASPECTS OF CRIME INVESTIGATION
IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

By WILLIAM BUSS

I. INTRODUCTION

On the first day of school in January 1970 in the Washington.
D.C., public schools, a fifteen-year-old junior high school student

as shot and killed by another student.' At least three other inci-
dents involving guns occurred in Washington's junior high schools
on the same day.2 In February 1970 the New York Times reported
M the heroin "epidemic" in New York City's public schools. Ac-
cording to the newspaper report, heroin is used and pushed in many
junior high schools and in virtually every high school in the city.
Students. former students. and truants comprise the bulk of the
pushers as well as the users.3 There is no reason to assume that
these problems of drugs and violence in public schools are isolated
in either time or location.' Recent studies by Dr. Stephen K. Bailey
of Syracuse University, by Dr. Alan F. Westin of Columbia Uni-
versity,6 and by the Ho.,se Subcommittee on (;eneral Education7
indicate that disruption in high schools is widespread and often
serious. One news story reported that in the nation's schools be-
tween 1964 and 1968 student assaults on teachers increased from
25 Lo 1,801, student assaults on students-from 1,601 to 4,267, and ex-
pulsions of "incorrigible" students from 4.884 to 8,190,8

I. Washington Post, Jan. 6, 1970, at 1, col. 1.
2. Id.
3. N. Y. Times, Feb. 16, 1970, at 1, coL 1.
4. See, e.g Cleveland Plain Dealer, Feb. 26, 1971, Feb. 27, 1971, Mar, 9, 1971, Mar. 30,

1971 (reporting on homicide committed by four students on a fifth student in Cleveland
public school) ; The Heroin Plague: What Can Be Done?, NEWSWEEK, July 5, 1971, at 27-32.

5. The study was done by the Policy Institute of the Syracuse University Research Cor-
poration under Dr. Bailey's direction and was published as Disnuritorq IN URBAN PUBLIC
SECONDARY SCHOOLS, (National Association of Secondary School Principals, 1970) [herein-
after cited as the Syracuse Study].

6. Dr. Westin is Director of the Center for R search _and Education in American
Liberties at Columbia University. His study was reported briefly in the Syracuse Study
at p. 7.

7. See 116 CONG. REC. E-1178-80 (daily ed. Feb. 23, 1970). The study, conducted by
the General Education Subcommittee of the Committee on Education and Labor of the
House of Representatives, is hereinafter cited as the House Subcommittee Study.

8. National Catholic Reporter, Jan. 28, 1970, at I, col. 4, reporting on separate studies
conducted by Senator Thomas S. Dodd and by the United States Office of Education.
See also N. Y. Times, Feb. 9, at 1, col. 4; 94 TIME, Nov. 14, 1969, at 49; 64 U. S. NEws
AND WORLD REPORT, May 20, 1968, at 36-38.



These and similar reports portray a very ugly picture of Ameri-
can schools at the beginning of a new decade. The factual basis
f the reports did not, of course, suddenly emerge in 1970. The

reality they suggest and the breeding grmind of that reality have
no doubt existed for some time. But public awareness of the chaos
and disorder in schools has recently become nnich more acute, ac-
companied by a widespread belief that the criminal 1cimension 01
life in public schools has never been so pervasive and that it is
growing.

At the very least, reports of crime and disruption in school elicit
a powerful emotional response. Accompanying that response is an
insistence on crime investigation and prevention in the schools.
Clearly, law enforcement in public schools is a reality in the 1970s.

Consistent with my belief of what has actually taken place, T
view the investigation and prevention of crime_ in public schools
quite broadly. As use it here, the concept includes any aw en-
forcement activities that center in and about the school building%
These activities may be designed to prevent the committing of crime
and delinquency" inside the school or on the school grounds, or they
may be designed more generally to ferret out crime or to deter stu-
dents from engaging in delinquent behavior anywhere.

Despite this inclusive view of the topic, certain approaches to the
prevention of crime in school are not considered here. For example,
various aspects of public education have been criticized for contri-
buting to delinquency:" it would be quite reasonable to treat the
problem of school-related crime by making fundamental changes in
the schools to eliminate such causes. Indeed, it is quite possible
that all other apprcaches will, in the end, amount to mere pallia-
tives, and not very effective ones at that. Accordingly, a quite
different but equally far-reaching solution may suggest itself. If
crime in school is seen to be a problem of truly overwhelming pro-
portions, much of the problem could be eliminated by eliminating
school, or perhaps moderated by ending compulsory attendance."

9. Throughout this paper, "crime" and "delinquency" are used interchangeably.
10. See PRESIDENT'S COMMissioN oN LAW ErqFORCEMENT AND ADMINIsTRATION OF JUSTICE,

THE CHALLENGE oF CRIALE IN A FREE SocIETy, (1967) 69-74, especially the separate report
of the Task Force, JuvENILE DELINoLIENcy AND YouTH CruNIE," 223, 228-58; SvaAcusE
STuov, 26-33. See also 1-1. JAMES, CHILDREN IN TROUBLE: A NATIONAL SCANDAL, ch. :6(David McKay Co., 1970) ; Moore, The Schools and the Problems of Delinquency, 7 Crum
AND DELINQUENCY 201 (1961).

11. For the suggestion that compulsory attendance should be ehminated or substan-tially changed, see E. Banfield, NEW YORK, Feb. 23, 1970. at 32; L. Cunningham, Hey.
Man, You Our Principal, Pio DELTA KAPFAN, Nov. 1969, at 123, 128; G. DENNISON, THE
LIVES OF CHILDREN 88 (1969) ; J. HOLT, THE UNDERACHIEVING SCHooL 28 (1969) ; G.
LEONARD, EDUCATION AND Ecsmsv 102 (1968).

2



Important as it may be to consider such radical solu
beyond the scope of this paper.

Tt is essential to acknowledge at the outset that very litil
known about any of the basic i igredients: the nature and extent
of "inschool" crime: the effect of this crime on the educational pro-
cess and on the individuals engaged in education: the effective-
ness .of various preventive steps: and the possibly disadvantageous
side effects of such steps. Of course, we now have a substantial
amount of information about delinquency, broadly speaking, 12 and

a start in examining various aspects of disruption in schools."
Nevertheless, despite a growing body .of facts such as those recited
at the outset of this paper. we still know astonishingly little about
the crime and delinquency that take place within school or directly
affect members of the school community.

According to the conventional wisdom, inschool crimes are to

be expected primarily if not exclusively in large, urban school sys-
tems." But much uncertainty lies beneath this conventional wis-
dom and the newsworthy evidence available thus far. Are crimes
-if violence (mainly assault)" characteristic of al I big-city systems?
Are such crimes absent, practically speaking, from all other than
big-city systems? If more crimes are committed in big-city school
systems than in rural and suburban systems (or, for that matter, if
there are substantial differences among systems of any one type),
what accounts for the difference? Ts it related to the nonschool
crime rate? Is it related to per-pupil expenditures? Is it related
to the number of school-age children in the school district who at-
tend parochial or other private schools? Ts it related to socio-
economic or racial composition of the student body?" Is it related
to the part of the country in which the school is located? Is it re-
lated to the school program, to teacher-student relations generally,
or to other student grievances?17 Finally, is it related to anything

12. See TASK FORCE report, note 10 Supra.
13. See studies cited in notes 5-7 supra.
14. According to the Syracuse Study, disruption correlates more highly with large

student bodies than with large school systems. See id. at 10, 59 Table 11. See also note
18 in I ra.

15. In addition, substantial numbers of other major felonies have been reportedhorni-
cide, forcible rape, robbery, burglary, and larceny. See National Catholic Reporter, note 8

supra.
16. Both the Syracuse Study (at 12, 56-59 Tables 8-10, 60 Table 12) and the House

Sdbcommittee Study (at E-1178-80) related disruption to ethnic factors.
17. See Goldman, A Socio-Psychological Study of School Vandalism, 7 CRIME AND DE-

LINQUENCY 221 (1961), for a study of the relationship in a single school system between
damage to school property and various school, teacher, and student factors. The figures
collected by the House Education Subcommittee related disruptions to seven named issues
of which disciplinary rules and dress codes were the most frequently named. See House
Subcommittee Study, 116 CONC. REC. E-1178 (daily ed. Feb. 23, 1970).

_ 3



being done to prevent crime either within or outside the schools?
These same questions can also be asked about apparently signifi-
cant dif ferences in the amount of crime among various schools __
the 3ame school system._ Incidentally, how big is "big" anyhow?
Or how urban is "urban"?"

Althoigh _it is widely accepted that violations of criminal laws
regulating the possession and disposition of drugs are not confined
to large cities or big urban school systems,'" questions comparable
to those above can_ be asked about differences in the extent of_ the
violations the drugs invoked) and the reasons for such differ-
ences.

When attention is shifted fr n descriptive facts about school-re-
lated crime to the actual effect of crime on the educational proces:--;
and, beyond that, to the effect of various preventive efforts, un-
certainty increases even more. T1 _ philosopher s touchstone is not
needed to appreciate what it feels like to be bit on the head or
spied upon by a fellow student. But the indirect effects of such
incidents are much more unfathomable. To what extent do they
threaten or affect the behavior of other students? Do they make
learning more difficult or even impossible for some students? Do
they create an aura of fear Or anxiety- that brings the educational
process to a stop or seriously undermines it? If so, at what level of
crime or crime prevention does such an educational breakdown oc-
cur?

The difficulty in answering questions such as these and, in many
instances, the total absence of information for answering them
merely point up the obvious gap between recognizing that a school-
crime problem exists and developing an intelligent crime-preven-
tion program. Any reasonable response to the problem of crime in
school should be carefully tailored to the particular circumstances
at each school. A certain level of knowledge is indispensable to
make anything approaching a reasonable assessment of the costs
and benefits of alternative courses of action. Meanwhile, it is clear
that action has been and will be taken on the basis of whatever

18. To concentrate only on "urban" schools, the Syracuse Study chose all public schools
with a post-office address (according to the mailing list of the National Association of
Secondary School Principals) in a city having a population of 50,000 or more. Table 11related disruption to student bodies of three different sizes, less than 1,000, 1,000 to 1,999,2,000 or more. Syracuse Study at 59.

19. See Rotenherg & Sawyer, Marijuana in the Houston High SchoolsA First Report, 6
HOUSTON L. REV. 759, 777 (1969) (hereinafter cited as Rotenberg & Sayer]; "First Tues-
day" N.B,C. Television (drugs in Omaha, Nebraska), (1970) ; The Heroin Plague: What
Can Be Done? NEwswEEK, July 5, 1971, at 27-32. The Rotenberg & Sayer article is by farthe best I have found on the details of a crime-prevention program, in this case limited tomarijuana violations.



facts are known or assumed, and according to the emotions that
those facts arouse.

Inevilahly, any action taken to prevent crime in school will have
consequfmces. A Hdent or teacher or other member of the school
coin muni ty ma) oe touched by midi action in numerous ways
physically, psychologically, economically, educationallyand these
various effects may sometimes find expression in legal claims as-
serted by an affected individual.

In this paper T will examine some of the possible legal_ implica-
tions that certain inschool_approaches to investigation and preven-
tion of crime have for students. Concentration on student interests
does not mean that teachers and others are unaffected by attempts
to deal with school-related crime: it does suggest that the student's
interests are _the main concern of public education andleitt many
of the critical considerations of crime_ prevention in school_can best
be drawn out by examining the problem from the point of_view of
the student who may feel sufficiently a -rravated to seek legal re-
lief.

Although my inquiry stresses the student potential clash with
crime-prevention methods, I do not wish to suggest that all such
methods are wrong_ or unlawful or that the legal interests asserted
by the student will be_ upheld by the courts. I assume that the
various approaches to law enforcement in the public schools will
often be popular and will_ tend to please more studentsand espe-
cially their parents and the community at largethan they anta-
gonize.2 It would, of course, be unfortunate if a mood of hysteria,
for or against crime prevention, is permitted to dictate choices of
action._ At the present time, I see no reason to be unduly concerned
that those student interests in conflict with crime-prevention
methods will be overemphasized.

In the next section I will summarize some of the methods_ that
have been used to investigate and prevent crime in school. I _will
then sketch out in a very broad, suggestive, and tentative fashion
some of the possible_ legal claims that might result from these ap-
proaches to inschool_crime prevention. In a final section I will
deal more exhaustively with the legal problems related to searches
of student lockers by school and law enforcement authoritiesone
crime-prevention method that has been sufficiently developed in

20. For example, the Tucson, Arizona, police-in-schools program,
criticism, has had the necessary support to continue. See note 21 in

12c5

despite much pointed



litigation to lend itself to more thorough exploration of the stu-
dent's legal position.

IL SAMPLER OF CRIME-PREVENTION METHODS

The general kinds of crime-prevention methods and their varia-
tions described here are derived from methods reported to have
been actually used in the schools. I make no representation that
the list is exhaustive.

Presence of Law En orcemeni Officers

Since much of the current polarization in society has occurred
around the police, comparably strong and antagonistic positions
arc likely to accompany any use of law enforcement )flicers in
school for crime prevention.2' Nevertheless, it seems usel'ul to dis-
tinguish the uses and abuses that may or may not exist in particular
circumstances. The policeman may appear in school in uniform
or in plain c1othes.22 He may carry a gun or other weapons, or he
may not.23 He may bc at the school constantly, intermittently, or
only occasionally:24 He may come inside the building or merely
stay nearby:25 He may appear alone or with other of ficers.26 Of
course, he may be "good" or "bad" as a man or at his job.27 He may
or may not be discreet and sensitive to the school situation. His
purpose in being at the school may be to maintain order after
violence has arisen,2s to deter threatened violence, to investigate a

21. Tucson, Arizona, perhaps furnishes the most notable example to date. Begun in
1963, the program has been tinder attack from the Southern Chapter of the Arizona Civil
Liberties Union and others since the beginning, but it has thus far endured. See Shepard
& James, AMERICAN EDUCATION (Sept. 1967) at 2-4; The Christian Century, July 13, 1966
at 879 (editorial) ; Robinson, PHI DELTA KAPPAN (Feb. 1967) at 278-80; Stocker, ScHooL
MANAGEMENT (May 1968) at 46-50.

22. See Stocker, ScuooL MANAGEMENT (May 1968) at 46-50 (Tucson: no uniform) ;
Robinson, Pill DELTA KAPPAN (Feb. 1967) at 278-80 (Flint, Mich.: uniform). The police-man may also appear in disguise. Cf. Mg Man aa Campus: Police Undercover Agent,
New York Times, (Mar. 29, 1971) at 1, col. 5.

23. Stocker, supra note 22 (Tucson: carries gun) ; Robinson, supra note 22 (Flint: car-ries and hand cuff) ; The Denver Post, Jan. 14, 1970 at 10 (Baltimore: carries black-jack but not gun) (Detroit: "security people" unarmed).
24. The Christian Century, Jul. 13, 1966, (Tucson: regular office) ; Robinson, supranote 22 (Flint: once a week).
25. The Denver Post, supra note 23 (Chicago: many outside, a few inside).26. I have found no examples of stationing more than one policeman in a school exceptfor temporary emergencies.
27. Virtually every program proclaims the quality of the men selected. See, e.g., Pitchess,CTA J., Jan. 1969, at 30 (Los Angeles). It does not seem a wise tactic for the opponentsof this method to challenge such assertions.
28. According to the House Subcommittee Study, the police were called as a result ofprotests in 24 percent of the cases reported. See House.Subcommittee Study, at E4178.



particular crime, letect and head off incipient delinquency."
Finally, the law enforcement officer at school may be a regular
policeman, a civilian specially hired_ for the inschool assignment, or
even a teacher or other school employee specially assigned to the
policing function.'"

Surveillance and in ormit
As used here 8urveillance and iniorming refers to any of a wide

variety of intelligence systems used in school to learn about crime
and those actually or potentially believed to be involved in 1t.32
Such intelligence operations might include observing, listening, col-
lecting, and possibly disseminating information. The method can
also include direct interrogation." These functions might be car-
ried out by the police, by the school authorities, by both together,
or by someone hired for this specific purpose. Even students have
been engaged to spy and inform on their fellow students.'" In
other cases the police might gather information from various school
records made available to them by school authorities." The police

29. See cases discussed in fra, in notes 85-236.
30. Together with the closely related purpose of establishing a favorable police image,

the early detection of delinquency seems to be the most common purpose. See, e.g.,
N ATION'S SCHOOLS (April 1968), at 58-59 (Edina, Minnesota).

31. See Malvesta & Ronayne, TODAy's EDuCATION (Dec. 1967), at 71 (Quincy, Mass.:
police work as teacher aides) ; Pettibone, OHIO SCHOOLs (May 1966), at 12-16 (Columbus,
Ohio: teachers serve as juvenile court probation officers) ; The Denver Post, Jan. 14, 1970,
at 10 (Philadelphia: t.:iarmed "non-teaching assistants" patrol corridors). Of course,
teachers and school administrators sometimes perform police functions without being
specially designated. See text at notes 149-151.

32. Any use of police in schools for early detection of crime necessarily involves some
form of surveillance and informing. See note 30 supra cf the use of an alarm system to
prevent vandalism. TODAY'S EDUCATION (Dec. 1968), at 28.

33. One of the more seriow, charges against the Tucson program concerned the open-
ended freedom of the police officers in school to question children at will, without notice
to or presence of parent, teacher, or any adult. Eventually, this freedom was somewhat
restricted and the presence of an adult at questioning required. See The Christian Century,
July 13, 1966, at 879; Stocker, SenooL MANAGEMENT (May 1968), at 46-50. See also
Rotenherg & Sayer, 783 (confessions sought by school administrators). See discussion of
the Gault decision in text at notes 49-51.

34. See Rotenberg & Sayer, at 765-66, 778-80. See also Moore v. The Student Affairs
Committee of Troy State Univ., 284 F. Supp. 725 (M.D. Ala. 1968) (two students were
present with college dean and police officers in planning dormitory search for marijuana);
In re Donaldson, 269 Cal., App. 2d 509, 75 Cal. Rptr. 220 (1969) (student informed prin-
cipal of drug violations and purchased "speed" from another studeru at principal's di-
rection) ; In re G., 11 Cal. App. 3d 1193. 90 Cal. Rptr. 361 (1970) (dean informed by
"classmate" who had seen student defendant take pill and appear intoxicated) ; People
v. Stewart, 63 Misc. 2d 601, 313 N.Y.S.2d 253 (1970) (dean told that student defendant
had "stuff on him" by "student informer").

35. See Letter of Nov. 4, 1969, on file with author, from Southern Chapter of Arizona
Civil Liberties Union to Police Chief pointing out that school rule permitted sharing con-
fidential records. See generally Ware, EAVV OF GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING (The W. H.
Anderson Co. 1964) 78-82; RuSsELL SAGE FoLINDATIoN, GUIDELINES FOR THE COLLECTION,
MAINTENANCE AND DISSEMINATION OF PUPIL RECORDS (1970) ; NATIONAL EDUCATION As-
SOCIATION SpECIAL TASK FORCE, PROPOSED CODE OF STUDEN't RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
6-12 (1970).
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might alscrobtain information by talking to teachers, counselors, or
other professional education personnel."" The information collected
might have been obtained initially from the student_ by the school
guidance counselor or psychologist, or by the law enforcement offi-
cer himself acting in the dual capacity of counselor and police-
man.37 The information collected could be narrowly limited to
evidence about a particular crime; it could concern potential crimi7
nal activity_ in general; or it could extend broadly to every facet of
the student's private life.38

Education and Propaganda

Under education and propaganda I include any method of cri
prevention designed to make students favorably disposed to law,
order, and the police.39 At its most innocuous level, this method
might involve simply a police officer coming to school for a lecture
or a short movie depicting the police officer as a friend. At the
other extreme, police and school authorities might use propaganda
as a kind of psychological substitute for drugs4° to induce a state
of manageable docility in the students. In between, education and
propaganda ean include such methods as formal meetings at which
crime and delinquency problems are discussed; formal counseling
and advising of students by policemen, teachers, or professional
counselors; informal discussions in and around school by police of-
ficers or educators; and the mere presence of a policeman selected
and trained to make a favorable impression.

Use of Weapons

Weapons may be used in the school to prevent crime in at leasttwo ways:" First, they may be actually usedclubs swung, gunsshot, tear gas dischargedto stop a crime or attempted crime in
progress or to apprehend a person discovered committing a crime.

36. See Rotenberg & Sayer, 782.
37. The Tucson program is claimed to involve both police-counselor cooperation andpolice acting as counselors. See The Christian Century Jul. 13, 1966, at 879; Robinson,PHI DELTA KAPPAN, (Feb. 1967), at 278-80.
38. See The Christian Century, Jul. 13, 1966, at 879.
39. A central purpose of many of the programs involving police in schools is to presentthe officer as a friend, "big brother," and the like. Rationales for these programs arefrequently expressed in such termi as shaping the lives of students, forming favorableattitudes, teaching respect for authority, and changing the image of a cop. See Pitchess,TonAv's EDUCATION, (Feb. 1969), at 81-82; Pitchess, CTA J., (jnn. 1969), at 30; NATION'SScHoms, (April 1968), at 60-61; Malvesta & Ronayne, TODAY'S EDUCATION (Dec. 1967),at 71.
40. Compare DISCIPLINARY PRINCIPLES AND BEHAVIOR CHANGING DRUGS, INEQUALITY INDUCATION, No. 8, pp. 2-10 (Harvard Center for Law and Education).41. See generally The Denver Post, J n. 14, 1970, at 10; National Catholic Reporter,Supra note 8.



Second, weapons may have a deterrent effect. The mere fact of
their known presence may deter a person from committing a crime.
Weapons moy be used or possessed by regular or special police of-
ficers, or by teachers, school administrators, or other persons en-
gaged by a

e
school system to function primarily in an educational

Icapacity. n som cases, teachers or other professional educators
evidently have been motivated to_ carry guns or other weapons for
self-protection.. 4 2 The _presence of these weapons, if known, would
possibly also have a deterrent effect and presumably a deterrent
purpose as well.

Searches
Any student or other person suspected of possessing a dangerous

weapon or evidence of a crime inav be searched. Similarly, the stu-
dent's locker, desk, or other space assigned to him may be searched.
In either instance, the search may be conducted with or_ without a
warrant and on the basis of various kinds a id degrees of prior evi-
dence leading the searcher to focus suspicion on the student. Again,
the search might be made _by regular or special policemen or by
educational employees. The legal aspects of searches are con-
sidered more thoroughly in Chapter 3.

Discipline
School discipline might be regarded as a crime-prevention method

in two ways. First, discipline might be_ considered to_have a deter-
rent value _both in the general sense of inculcating the values and
practices of orderliness and peacefulness and in the particular sense
of keeping children in line, with hall passes and the like, so there
is no opportunity for criminal behavior. Second, disciplinary sanc-
tions are sometimes used to punish students when they get into
trouble with the law, even though they are_ not convicted.43 The
most obvious example is suspension or expulsion of the student to
remove him entirely from the school."

Although the line between_ discipline and law enforcement is
blurred, I believe the two can be delineated at least for convenience

42. See Id.
43. See Rotenherg & Sayer, at 770 (Discipline of student based on charge or arrest

rather than conviction).
44. See Abbott, Pue Process and Secondary School Dismissals, 20 CASE-W. RES. L. REV.

378 (1969) ; Buss, Procedural Due Process for School Discipline: Probing the Constitu-
tional Outline, 119 U. PA . L. REV. 545 (1971) ; Van Alstyne, Procedural Due Process and
State University Students, 10 U.C.L.A. L. REV. 363 (1963) ; Wright, The Constitution on
the Campus, 22 \TANI). L. REV. 1027 (1969) ; DevelopmentsAcademic Freedom, 81 HArtv.
L. BEV. 1045 (1968) ; Note, 72 YALE L. J. 1362 (1963). See generally Van Alstyne, A
Suggested Seminar in Student Rights, 21 J. LEGAL Ed., (1969), at 547, 551-55, for a collec-
tion of relevant authorities.
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of discussion, and I do not intend to deal with discipline as s ich in
this paper.

'IL SKETCH PAD ON POSSIBLE LEGAL CLAIMS

Although any of the various erime-prevention methods outlined
in the previous section may operate beneficially_ or at least harm-
lessly, each of them is also capable of abuse. Therefore, it is pos-
sible that a student might _be injuredor believe he is injuredby
the operation of any of them. There is very_ little ,ettled law to
provide guidance for_ the_ student who feels he_ I- being harmed.
Nevertheless, certain legal claims might be made under state and
federal law.

Slate Claims
Most state constitutions have provisions protecting fundamental

rights such as expression, association, and equality under law. The
considerations involved in making a claim under such state_consfi-
tutional provisions are substantially similar to those involved under
the.parallel provisions of the United States Ccnstitution as outlined
in the following section. In theory at least, the state claim would
be potentially stronger because of the absence of any need to tailor
the student's interest to a federal system. According to this view, a
state court might recognize a novei right as applicable to .a single
state whereas a federal court might be hesitant to adopt the same
legal principle for the entire country. On the other hand, it is
arguable that the federal courts have more experience in applying
constitutional law, are_ more sensitive to rapidly developing con-
cepts governing civil liberties, and therefore_would be more recep-
tive to a student's claim that his individual rights have been in-
vaded.

A state claim may also arise from an almost unlimited variety of
general and specific provisions in the _state's education laws For
example, every state assigns responsibility for public education to
some state or local agency. If_ police are placed in the school not at
the initiative of the responsible educational agency, or are per-
mitted to operate within school without guidance frOm that agency,
a suit might be brought to compel the agency to carry out its re-
sponsibility or even to remove the members of that agency for their
failure to do so.45 As a narrow illustration, the use of police offi-

45. Sec L. PETERSON, R. ROSSMILLER & M. VOLZ, THE LAW AND PUBLIC SCHOOL OPERA-
noy § 9.13 (Harper & Row 1968).

0
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cers in_ a counseling capacity (or permitting them to perform Min-
seling-Iike functions) might be challenged as a violation of the
state's certification requirements for school counselors.

Other state claims might be based on common-law principles
such as false imprisonment" (for an arrest of a student improperly
made or for too severe curtailment of a student's movements by
surveillance) or trespass47 (for police invasion of a student's pro-
perty interest in a locker or desk or automobile).48

Federal Claims
Under the United States Constitution a student might allege _that

crime-prevention methods used in _public schools adversely affect
his interest as a citizen or as a student. The starting point for ana-
lyzing a student's citizen claim is provided by the Supreme Court's
decision in In re Gault." In that case the Court rejected the state's
argument that the child was entitled to custody rather than liberty,
and held that a juvenile delinquency proceeding must provide cer-
tain specified _constitutional protections. Under_ certain circum-
stances, sonic of the procedural safeguards required by Gault would
apply directly to crime prevention in the schools. For example, it
would seem reasonably clear that a child taken into custody in
school would be entitled to the right to counsel, the right to remain
silent, and the_right to be advised of each of these rights." These
rights would clearly come into effect at the time a student was for-
mally arrested in school by a police officer._ But because a student
is compelled by law to_ attend school and is under considerable
physical restraint in school, it would seem that custody-related
rights should come into operation as soon as a student is made the
focus of investigation by the police or any school official," con-
cerning any criminal violation.

Apart from the specific rights that would apply to the student as
a result of the Gault case, Gault stands for the fundamental pro-
position that children are not disqualified from_ enjoying constitu-
tional protections because they are children. In Tinker v. Des

46. See 1 F. HARPER & F. Dams, ToRTs 224-31 (Little, Brown, and Co. 1956) ; W. PROS-
SER, TORTS 54-61 (3d ed. West 1964).

47. See 1 HARPER & JAMES, supra note 46, at 94, 104, 13642; PROSSER, supra note 46, at
75-93.

48. Of course, such common-law actions must contend with the defense of immunity
afforded public officers engaged in the performance of their duty. See 2 HARPER & JAMES,
supra note 46, at 163246; PROSSER, supra note 46, at 1013-19.

49. 387 U.S. 1 (1967).
50. id. at 34-57.
51, But see People v. Stewart, 63 Misc. 2d 601, 603 313 N.Y.S. 2d 253, 256 (Crim. Ct.

1970) (dictum).



Moines Independent School District the Supreme Court also
clearly established the related proposition that a child does not lose
constitutional protection when _he enters school. iding uncon-
stitutional a school regulation that prohibited studcts from ..wear-
mg black armbands, the Court said that students do not "shed their
constitutional rights to freedom of speech or expression at the
schoolhouse gate."" I assume that other basic constitutional rights
make their way through the schoolhouse gate, though concededly
all are subject_ to appropriate limitations growing ou t of the condi-
tions of school. Drawing on these two Supreme .Court decisions
and mi many recent cases'" that have_ applied and extended their
supporting principies, a student may claim that his rights as a citi-
zen to freedom of speech, freedom of association, and privacy are
infringed by certain inethods used in school to prevent crime.

Besides these citizen claims, the student may assert his constitu7
tional right as a student to an equal share of the education offered
by the state. At least since Brown v. Board of Education,55 equal
euacational opportunity has hovered near the point of recognition
as a preferred constitutional interest.5" In any event, there is little
doubt d_that the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amen-
ment limits the state's allocation of educational benefits and that a
child's strong interest in obtaining educational opportunity in equal
measure with other students will be sympathetically viewed by the
courts.

I will discuss each type of claim in the sections following.

Citizen ClairnsPrivacy, Expression, Assoc ation
The ingredients of what I have labeled a citizen action are an

identification of the interest claimed to be affected (privacy, ex-
52. 393 U.S. 503 (1969); see Note, 83 HARV. L. REV. 60, 154 (1969).
53. Id. Et 506.
54. See, e.g., Scoville v. Bd. of Educ., 425 F.2d 10, (7th Cir. 1970) ; Brooks v. Auburn,

296 F. Supp. 188 (M.D. Ala. 1969) ; Soglin v. Kauffman, 295 F. Supp. 978 (W.D. Wisc.
1968); Dixon v. Alabama State Bd. of Educ., 294 F.2d 150 (5th Cir.), cert denied, 368
U.S. 930 (1961). The Dixon case, antedating both Gault and Tinker, is the landmark case
for student rights. See generally Buss, Procedural Due Process for School Di.scipline:
Probing the Constitutional Outline, 119 U. PA. L REV. 545, 552.59 (1971).

55. 347 U.S. 483 (1954).
56. See Cohen, Defining Racial Equality in Education, 16 U.C.L.A. L. REV. 255 (1969) ;

Coons, Clune & Sugarman, Educational Opportunity: A Workable Constitutional Test for
State Financial Structures, 57 CALIF. L. REV. 305 (1969) ; Fiss, Racial Imbalance in the
Public Schools: The Constitutional Concepts, 78 FlAnv. L. REV. 564 (1965) ; Horowitz,
Unseparate But UnequalThe Emerging Fourteenth Amendment Issue in Public School
Education, 13 U.C.L.A. L. REV. 1147 (1966) ; DevelopmentsEqual Protection, 82 FlAnv.
L. REV. 1065, 1129 (1969). See also OFFICE OF EDUCATION, U.S. DEPT. OF HEALTH, EDU-
CATION & WELFARE, EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY (0E-38001, 1966) ; Special Issue,
Equal Educational Opportunity, 38 HARV. EDUCATIONAL REV. 3475 (Winter 1968).
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pression, or association), an infringement of that interest, and the
absence of a sufficient justification for that infringement. In sim-
ple outline the student might argue as follows: (1) School attend-
ance under compulsion of law is a serious restriction of liberty, en-
compassing both a general limitation on the freedom of movement
and choice that he (or his parents) would otherwise have and con-
comitant specific limitations on his privacy, freedom of expres-
sion, .and freedom of association. (2) Conceding at least for argu-
ment's sake that these restrictions are justified by the state's interest
in having educated eitizens,57 the state may not increase these re-
strictions except as reasonably necessary in carrying out the edu-
cational mission. (3) The particular method of crime prevention
that has been introduced into the school (for example, the station-
ing of uniformed policemen in the building) is not reasonably neces-
sary. The defendant (probably the local board of education) might
resist this line of argument at any of the three points outlined
though it seems to me that only the third step in the argument is
debatable.58 The board 0 f education is likely to say that the method
attacked is in fact reasonably necessary. Thus, the issue would be
joined.

The outcome would hinge on the facts shown and the inferences
drawn concerning the justification for using the particular crime-
prevention method and its effect on the particular interest asserted.
These determinations will, in turn, depend heavily on the court's
attitude toward the educational agency's discretionary power. Gen-
erally, courts are extremely reluctant to second-guess educational
decisions. But a judicial inclination to defer to an educational judg-
ment may be somewhat offset by the nature of the student's claim.
If the student is asserting interests that the court recognizes as pro-
tected by the First Amendment, the court will not permit infringe-
ment of those interests in the absence of a compelling state inter-
est.59 Ordinarily, this would lead the court to examine not only

57. See State v. Hoyt, 84 N.H. 38, 146 A. 170 (1929) ; Stephens v. Bongart, 15 NJ.
Misc. 80, 189 A. 131 (1937) ; Commonwealth v. Bey, 166 Pa. Super. 136, 70 A.2d 693
(1950) ; A. STEINHILBER, STATE LAW ON COMPULSORY ATTENDANCE (1966).

58. Under the seond step, there is room to argue for some verbal formula other than
"reasonably necessary." The main alternatives would probably be something like "rea-
sonably believed that the particular method was necessary" or "believed in good faith" that
it was necessary. Although these different modes of expression do matter, the main point
is that inschool programs must be justified by their educational intent or effect. That
seems to me beyond challenge, however difficult it may be to spell out and apply the
standards for making the connection.

59. See, e.g., Shelton v. Tucker, 364 U.S. 479 (1%0). Although the right of privacy
is presumably not a First Amendment right, it would probably nevertheless receive the
protection afforded by a more rigorous standard of review. See Griswold Y. Connecticut,
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the sta general interest (crime prevention) but also the interest
he state in achieving the general goal by the particular means

chosen (as in the above example, stationing: police in schools
equipped and instructed to function in a specified way). The test
invites the court io look for other means to achieve the same ends
with less injury to the First Amendment interests.

Some specific illustrations should help to clarify this general ap-
proach. Suppose a student claims that a system of surveillance
and informing interferes with his right of privacy. Everywhere he
goes in school, the student argues, he is in danger of being watched
or overheard. School is a public place, he admits, but it need not
be and should not be so public that there is no corner of repose, no
assurance of confidential conversation. An important part of
school takes place outside the classroom,6" and that part is effec-
tively ckstroyed by the existence of an intelligence system that may
utilize students or teachers as well as policemen. The student's suc-
cess in arguing his case would depend primarily on his ability to
show actual facts in suppOrt of his allegations. Fie would have to
be able to demonstrate, for example, the actual involvement of fel-
low students, the recording of information, the number of "spies"
employed, and the volume of data obtained. Although the consti-
tutional right of privacy has thus far received only scanty applica-
tion by the courts," there is no reason to (7oubt its existence or to
question the possibility of its application to a case such as this. The
student would base his claim to privacy not only on his "right to
be let alone,"62 but on his interests in having relationships with his
fellow students that require a certain kind and quantity of privacy
to flourish." Furthermore, the educational goals of the school are
significantly built on these personal relationships." Therefore, in-

381 U.S. 479, 497 (1965) (Goldberg, J., concurring) ; Richards v. Thurston, 424 F.2d
1281, 1285-86 (1st Cir. 1970) ; Breen v. Kahl, 419 F.2d 1034, 1036 (7th Cir. 1969) ; Sims
v. Colfax Community School Dist., 307 F. Supp. 485, 488 (S.D. Iowa 1970).

60. See Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School Dist., 393 U.S. 503, 512
(1969) ; Brown v. Bd. of Educ., 347 U.S. 483, 494 (1954) ; Hobson v. Hansen, 269 F.
Supp. 401, 504 (D.D.0 1967).

61. See Stanley v. Georgia, 394 U.S. 557 (1969) ; Griswold v. Connecticut, 331 U.S. 479
(1965).

62. Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438, 478 (1928) (Brandeis, J., dissenting).
63. See Fried, Privacy, 77 YALE L.J. 475, 477, 485, 490 (1968).
64. The invasion of privacy would seem to he especially aggravated if information is

obtained from the school counselor or from counseling records. Although the testimonial
privilege is not generally extended to counselors and psychologists, the need for theprivilege plainly exists and student communice.ions made pursuant to counseling are
ordinarily assumed to be confidential by the student as well as the counselor. See generally
8 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE 2285 (McNaughton ed. 1961) ; Fisher, The Psychotherapeutic Pro-
fe.ssians and the A,aw of Privileged Coninzunications, 10 WAYNE L. REV. 609 (1964) ; Note,56 IOWA L. Rev., Issue No. 5 (June 1971) ; authorities cited note 35 supra. Where the
school policeman doubles as counselor (see note 37 supra), the danger of abuse seems
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vasion of the stiidents prvac y through a system of surveillance
and informing undermines the educational process at the same time
that it frustrates the studen interest in developing relationships
with his fellow students.

The student might also claim that the system of surveillance and
informing infringes on his freedoms of speech and association. Ac-
cording to this argument, the omnipresent eves and ears of infor-
mers, known and unknown, have a "chilling effect" on his freedom,
to say what he wants and to associate with whom be pleases. Using
an argument essentially like this, the plaintiffs in Anderson v.
Sills"5 asked for a declaratory judgment and an injunction against
a statewide police intelligence system aimed at potential trouble-
makers. This relief was granted by the lower court but was sub-
sequently reversed on appeal. In the opinion favorable to plain-
tiffs, the court relied mainly on the overbreadth of the scheme and
the availability or less drastic alternatives to achieve the purpose
of preventing violence. In reversing this decision, the New jersey
Supreme Court emphasized that none of the plaintiffs had alleged
injury to themselves and that it was inappropriate to decide the
case on a motion for summary judgment on the basis of the ab-
stract record presented. In dictum, the court was pointedly un-
sympathetic to restrictions on the investigative work of the police.
Still, the theory of the plaintiff's case was not repudiated. What is
remarkable is not the reversal (even by a unanimous New Jersey
Supreme Court), but that even one judge would have recognized
the plaintiffs' claim in the highly abstract form that was offered.

The public school student would seem to have a stronger case
than the Anderson plaintiffs. Because his captivity in school makes
him an easier target of surveillance, his fear of saying the wrong
thing to ne wrong person is likely to be more complete than it
would be if the police had a wider area to cover. The power of the
police (or educators performing comparable functions) to exploit
the compulsory education system by recruiting fellow students as
informers makes the chilling effect still deeper.- Of course, as the

very great. See generally United States v. White, 401 U.S. 745, (1971) ; United States v.
Hoffa, 385 U.S. 293 (1966) ; Massiah v. United States, 377 U.S. 201 (1964) ; LIPPIE, The
Student in Court in STUDENT PROTEST AND THE LAW (Institlite of Continuing Legal Educa-
tion 1969).

65. 56 N. J. 210, 265 A.2d 678 (1970), reversing 106 N. J. Supp. 545, 256 A.2d 293
(Chancery 1969), 83 HARV. L. REV. 935 (1970).

66. A comment on the lower court's opinion in the Anderson case suggested that the
chilling effect of a system of police surveillance has four components: (1) the knowledge
of the system's existence by those subjected to it, (2) the nature of the information
gathered, (3) the method of gathering the information, (4) the probable future use of
the information gathered. 83 HARV. L. REV., supra note 65, at 938. The greatest possible15



ultimate fate of the Anderson case makes clear, much_ will depend
on the extent to which the complaining studen t can make out a con-
crete case of injury to himself.

It is often difficult to distinguish between association and speech
interests since they tend to be a Ffected"chilled"- by the same
forces. Sometimes, however, a particular surveillance system may
tend to affect one or the other element more directly. For example,
if_ the information collected especially concerns organizations to
which a student belongs and the other students with _whom he
spends his time,_ the chilling effect on _the student's freedom of as-
sociation would be particularly marked.

Similar claims based on the student's interest in privacy, speech,
or association could also be addressed to other methods of crime
prevention, such as the presence of police or the use of weapons.
The chilling effect of these methods on speech and association is
less obvious, however, and would probably be more difficult to
prove. With respect to the presence of policemen at the school, it
might be argued either that policemen undoubtedly engage in sur-
veillance, however informal or discreet, or that the mere presence
of police officers is inhibiting.67 Of course, if policemen are regu-
larly present it is clear that an "association" not ordinarily related
to school is forced on the student and that the student experiences
a reduction of privacy.

It would be more difficult for a student to argue that interference
with his First Amendment rights results from the presence of a
dangerous weapon at school. The student would have to claim the
existence of an implicit -threat that the weapon would be used if
he were to make disfavored associational choices or to express him-
self in a disfavored fashion. Such claims seem farfetched if one
perceives the threat as direct and overt. But the implicit threat is
likely to operate subtly and indirectly. Use of dangerous weapons
(and, indeed, employment of most law enforcement techniques) is
highly discretionary. The essence of the student's claim is that, in
the borderline areas where discretion is critical," students with ac-

suppression of free expression would result if the students knew of the surveillance; if
the information extended broadly to various aspects of what the students said in and out
of class; if the information was gathered secretly by unknown teachers, students, crossing
guards, and counselors; and if the information was divulged to employers, colleges, friends,
parents, police, and other government officials.

67. Cf. Bee See Books, Inc. v. Leary, 291 F. Supp. 622 (S.D.N.Y. 1968) (constant police
surveillance of book store enjoined on First Amendment grounds). See generally Note, 60
YALE L.J. 1091 (1951).

68. See, e.g., Feld, Police Violence and Protest, 55 MINN. L. REV. 731, 735 (1971).16



ceptable opinions and associations will get the benefit of the doubt
and those with unpopular views and friends will not. Furthermore,
if the weapon involved is only capable of causing minor harm or
pain, the implicit threat may be credible eve in a fairly direct
sense. After all, the pi:lice night stick is not that different from the
more conventional school paddle or rattan, and there is a good deal
of recent history strongly suggesting that the police will use clubs
(and even guns) on young people and may do so more, readily if the
young people represent antagonistic political positions.

Use of certain kinds of education and propaganda might also be
challenged by the student as an invasion of privacy. Although he
may concede that it is appropriate fo teach about the police or
about crime, he might argue that the school cannot simply turn
over what is taught in this area to law enforcement agencies and
must _take some responsiblity for providing a reasonable balance
of information. Still more persistently, he might argue that the
school and police authorities have no right to attempt to manipulate
his attitude about law enforcement or crime. The quintessence of
privacy is the interior regons of the mind: "Our whole constitu-
tional heritage rebels at the thought of giving government the
power to control men's minds."" The difficulty in such a case
would lie in satisfactorily distinguishing legitimate "education"
from forbidden "propaganda" and proving that the latter is being
used in the school. But the Supreme Court has indicated that teach-
ing about religion can be separated from religious ceremony or in-
doctrination," a distinction not clearly different in kind or quan-
tity from the education-propaganda distinction. Moreover, diffi-
cult as the attempt may be, the difficulty is factual and does not
impeach the theory under which a student might attempt to prove
that the use of mind-controllin, propaganda is employed by the
school and impairs his constitutional right of privacy.

The defense to the claimed invasion of privacy, expression, or as-
sociation interests suggested in these several illustrations is likely to
try to depreciate the effect of the criine-prevention method on
these interests and to emphasize the need, in the judgment of the
authorities, to use the challenged method to prevent crime. Whether
the need is convincingly shown will depend on the nature and ex-
tent of crime that is proved and the rationale for using a particular
preventive method rather than others. Empirical data reflecting

69. Stanley v. Georgia, 394 U.S. 557, 565 (1969).
70. See School Dist. of Abington Township v. Schempp, 374 U.S. 203, 224 (1963) ; ul

374 U.S. at 300-01 (Brennan, J., concurring) ; id., 374 U.S. at 306 (Goldberg, J con-
curring).



changes in.crime rates during the period of using the method would
be relevant but perhaps could be easily distorted." When the
method under attack is surveillance and informing, any judicial
enthusiasm for deferring to educational judgments is likely to be
dampened by the specter of a police state, a vision that seems
especially abhorrent in view of the enormous capacity of existing
technology to invade individual privacy.72 Use of student infor-
mers for surveillance pur-noses is also likely to appear particularly
odious and to make judicial scrutiny especially likely. The pr,--
sence of police or the use of weapons in the school would be more
difficult to attack because the effect on constitutionally protected
interests would ordinarily seem more tenuou- Still, some justifica-
tion would have to be of tercel even for these crime-prevention
methods, and if the justification were very weak, the challenge
might prevail. For example, prevention of child molesting on the
routes to and from school might seem to be a laudable objective to
a court but to be a very unimpressive reason for stationing plain-
clothes policemen inside the school building."

Student Claims Equal Educational Opportunity.
A legal action in which a student challenges a part cular law en-

forcement method on grounds of denial of equal educafional oppor-
tunity is very similar in outline to a claim by a student that his
rights as a citizen to privacy, expression, or association have been
violated. In asserting an equal protection claim, however, the focus
shifts from the interests of the student himself to a comparison be-
tween the student claimant and some other student or group of
students. Instead of showing infringement of a protected interest,
like speech, the student must show discrimination. What is rele-vant is not that an insehool intelligence sys'.em suppresses the stu-
dent's right of expression but that his school is burdened with an
intelligence system whereas another school is not. Furthermore,the student would argue that this difference results in substantial
educational inequality because of the depressing effect of surveil-lance and informing on the educational atmosphere of the school.
To support his claim, the student would have to show that therehas been a difference in the crime-prevention methods used from

71. According to one report, a 25 percent reduction in criminal referrals followed theadvent of the Tucson, Arizona, program. Robinson, PHI DELTA KAPPAN (Feb. 1967), at278-80. The reduction might Ere explained in many ways, including the possibility thatwork done in school by police need not be referred out.
72. See A. MILLER, THE ASSAULT ON PRIVACY (University of Michigan, 19A) ; A. WES'TIN, PRIVACY AND FREEDOM 67-168 (1967).
'73. See Tucson Daily Citizen, June 1, 1970 (editorial).
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school to school and that the d fference natters educationally. The
latter_ showing would involve considerations similar to those that
would be involved in showing an invasion of privacy or a chilling
effect on speech.

According to classical equal protection theory, the court would
examine the student's claimed denial of equal protection only _to
see if there is_ a rational relationship between the classification (or
ineans)_ and _the legislative purpose (dr end).74 In the present con-
text, the "classification" would mean classifying (or distinguish-
ing) between schools hy using a certain crime-prevention method
in some but not others. The legislative purpose would he to pre-
vent a particular kind (or kinds) of crime. Put to this test, the stu-
dent would have a very difficult time succeeding with an equal
educational opportunity claim unless _the responsible education
agency _is totally unable to explain (or the court to imagine) why a
particular crime-prevention method is used in school A hut not in
school B.

But if the primary discriminati_on (the difference in application
or the erime-prevention method) happens to correlate closely with
racial or socioeconomic composition of student bodies,_ a more
rigorous standard of _review might be applied._ This would occur,
for example, where all the schools in which policemen carry guns
have enrollments that are 90 percent or more black and all other
schools, in which there are no policemen or in which policemen _do
not carry guns, have enrollments _that_ are 30 percent or more whne.
The combinatioa of race or wealth discrimination and the funda-
mental nature of the _student's interest in having an _education at
least as good as that of other students _similarly situated might bring
the case within the special area of judicial protection that Professor
John E. Coons of the California Law School and his associates have
christened "The Inner Circle."7 If there is evidence that the coin-
cidence of crime-pmsrention methods and race or wealth discrimina-
tion is deliberate (de jure) rather than accidental (de -to), the case
for special treatment is just that much stronger.

In an Inner Circle equal protectkon ca:7e, the interest claimed to
he unequally protected is favored by special judicial protection in

74. See Tussman & TenBrook, The Equal Protection of the Laws, 37 CALIF. L. REV. 341
(1949).

75. See Coons, Chute & Sugarman, Educational Opportunity: A Workable Constitutional
Test for State Financial Structures, 57 CALIF. L. REv. 305, 346 (1969).

76. Compare Holmes v. City of Atlanta, 350 U,S. 879 (1955) (de jure segregation of
municipal golf course found unconstitutional) with Deal v. Cincinnati Bd. of Edito.. 369
F.2d 55 (6th Cir. 1966), cert. denied, 389 U.S. 847 (1967) (de facto segregation of public
schools found not unconstitutional).
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much the same way as First Amendment interests._ Thus, if the
student's claim of being subjected to inequality in the application
of crime-prevention methods is brought within the favored Inner
Circle (because of its t:acial or wealth correlation), the discrimina-
tion must be justified by the state's compelling interest in -using a
particular crime-prevention method in that school and not in others.
Simply establishing a rational (or-possible) connection between the
method used and the discrimination between schools would not be
sufficient. In such a case, the student must still show the educa-
tional effect of the difference, but if he does (or if _the court re-
gards such an effect as a necessary consequence of the crime-pre-
vention method used), the court would look closely to determine
whether there is a strong justification for the different treatment
of different schools and whether some less drastic alternative is
available.

Remedzes Based on Federal Claims

If a student is successful in arguing either a cifizen or a student
claim, he might obtain damages," an injunction,78 or an exemption
from the compulsory attendance laws.79 Generally speaking, an
action for damages does not seem to fit the nature of a grievance
based on the invasion of a student'- rights as a citizen or the denial
of equal educational opportunity. The payment of money by
school or law enforcement officials would not seem a very desir-
able way to settle such a grievance."

Injunctive relief seems to offer the student s best hope for an ap-
propriate remedy. Even though injunctions are considered to be
extraordinary remedies and the federal courts traditionally have
been reluctant to en join state activities, several aspects of the stu-
dent's case make injunctive relief a distinct possibility when the
court decides in favor of the student's substantive claim. First, the
injunction would be narrow in scope. At its broadest, it would en-
join certain conduct within only a single school system, and might
be limited to a particular school or even to a particular crime-pre-
vention method, a particular aspect of the method, or some speci-

77. See 42 U.S.C. 1983. See generally, Note, Limiting the Section 1983 Action in the
Wake of Monroe v. Pape, 82 HAuv. L. REv. 1486 (1969) ; Chevigny, Section 1983 Jurisdic-
tion: A Reply, 83 HAI-iv. L. REv. 1352 (1970).

78. See Anderson v. Sills, note 65, supra.
79, See In re Skipwith, 14 Misc. 2d 325, 180 N.Y.S.2d 852 (Dorn. Rel. Ct. Child Div.

1958); but cf. State v. Vaughn, 44 N.J. 142, 207 A.2d 537, 540-41 (1965).
80. But cf. Pyle v. Blews, No. 70-1829-Civ. JE, 3 CoLLEcE LAN'," BULLETIN 81 (S.D.Fla.Mar, 29, 1971) (student unconstitutionally suspended from school because Of lon3 hair

awarded $282 in damages).
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fled abuse of the method as applied in that school." Second, the
injunction would be negative in form, simply telling police or
school authorities to stop doing something that interferes with the
student's constitutional rights. Consequently, there would be little
danger that the time and energy of the court would be exhausted
by a long period a supervision. Third, shaping appropriate rdief
would not requ:re the court to acquire educational expertise. Un-
der none of the suggested actions would the court have a serious
problem of educational idministration or creating educational
standards. The court would not. for example, be asked to design
a program of compensatory education or to evahutte the quality of
educational offerings. The effect on education would be a relevant
consideration in some cases, but the main emphasis would be on
familiar matters of ,judicial inquiry: determining wlther there
was an unjustifiable inequality or an undue invasion of speech,
association, or privacy. Fourth, the court would not be asked for
the kind of relief that entails fundamental changes in the existing
system or structure of education. For example, in contrast to a
claim for judicial relief from the inequality that results from cur-
rent methods of financing education," the kind of claim outlined
here requires very modest and conventional judicial action.

As an alternative remedy, the court might excuse the student
from the requirement of attending school. The student himself
might seek this remedy by asking the court for a declaratory judg-
ment or .for an order enjoining the appropriate authorities from en-
forcing the compulsory attendance laws against him. Or the stu-
dent could simply stay at home, and if he or his parents were pro-
secuted for his nonattendance, the constitutional claim based on the
challenged crime-prevention method could be raised by way of
defense.

Excusal from school seems a more appropriate form of relief
when the student's claim derives from the First Amendment than
from the equal protection clause. In the former case _he complains
of a school-produced injury to hint directly; in the latter case he
complains only that he is treated unequallya complaint that, in
theory, could be eliminated either by discontinuing: the use of a
particular crime-prevention method at the complainant's school or

81. Contrast the scope of the injunction issued and reversed in Anderson v. Sills. See
text at notes 65-66, supra.

82. Compare Coons, Clune & Sugarman, Educational Opportunity: A Workable Concti
tutional Test for State Financial Structures, 57 Cm.. L. REV. 305 (1969). :dth Kurland.
Equal Educational Opportunity: The Limits of Constitutional Jurisprudence Undefined, 35
U. CHI. L. REV. 538 (1968).
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by introducing the same m .thod into all comparable schools And
it is clear that a court is going to be slow to adopt a remedy that
excuses a student from school, especially if the court is impressed
by statistics linking crime and truancy." Yet exemption from
school attendance may be the only reasonable response in some
cases lf the court is convinced that crime and the methods of pre-
venting it in school are both producing serious undesirable effects,
it may be as reasonable to excuse the student for this reason as it
would be if an I, nsafe school bui!ding endangered the student's
life. The case foe exemption seems to be especially strong since
the student, in addition to facing physical dangers from exposure
to drugs or violence, shows that he has a constitutionally protected
interest that is seriously impaired by attempts to deal with these
dangers.

IV. SEARCHES OF STUDENT LOCKERS

Searching for evidence is one obvious method of preventing crime
in school. This method is limited, however, by the Fourth Amend-
ment,85 which the Fourteenth Amendment makes applicable to
state and local governments," including school districts.87

Under the Fourth Amendment, "unreasonable" searches and
seizures are prohibited. The difficult task of the courts has been
to identify standards for determining unreasonableness and to ex-
press their cOnclusions in understandable terms." Although the
specific legal principles resulting from the courts' performance of
this task are complex and often seem elusive, it is possible to iden-
tify the competing interests that the courts must attempt to recoil:

icile n applying the Fourth Amendment. The interest of individual
members of society in securing personal privacy must be balanced

F3. In the Skipwith case, note 79, supra, the defense to the truancy prosecution was
based on denial of equal protection, but in that case the inequalities (related to de facto
segregation) could not have been readily cured by an injunction.

84. See THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON LAW ENFORCEMENT AND ADNIINISTRATION OF
JUSTICE, TASK FORCE REPORT: JUVENILE DELINQUENCY AND YOUTH CHIME, 233 (1967).

85. "The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects,
against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no warrants shall
issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or Affirmation, and particularly de-
scribing the place to be searched, and the person or things to be seized."

86. See Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643 (1961) ; Wolf v. Colorado, 338 U.S. 25 (1949) .

87. See Cooper v. Aaron, 358 U.S. 1, 16 (1958).
88. See, e,g,, Kaplan, Search and Seizure: A No Man's Land in the Criminal Law, 49

CALIF. L. REV. 474 (1961) ; La Faye, Search and Seizure: "The Course of True Love . .

Has not . . Run Smooth," 1966 U. ILL. L.F. 255, Relating the "unreasonable searches
and seizures" clause to the "warrants . . upon probable cause" clause has been a source
of particular difficulty. See La Faye, Street Encounters and the Constitution: Terry, Sib-
ron, Peters, and Reyond, 67 MIcn. L. Rev. 40, 53 (1968) ; Note, 77 YALE L.J. 521, 524 n. 13
(1968) ; Comment, 28 U. Cut. L. Rev, 664, 678-92 (1961).



against the collective interest of society in obtaining the results of
a search. These interests will sometimes be referred to in this
paper as "the privacy interest" and "'the law enforcement interest."
The latter phrase is based on the fact that society's interest in
searching has as its most common purpose the enforcement of the
criminal law.

The necessity of determining how this balance will be struck is
implicit in the Fourth Amendment itself and is_ brought to the sur-
face in everv search and seizure case. Accordingly, this need ..te
balance the law enforcement and the privacy interests lies at the
heart_ of -the adjudication of any controversy _over the propriety of
searching a student's school locker. In a locker search case, as in
other Fourth Amendment cases, a conclusion that a search is un-
reasonable is fundamentally a judgment by a court that a search
was conducted under circumstances allowing too little scope to the
privacy interest and too much scope to the law enforcement interest.

Although the concept of "reasonableness" may seem to suggest a
simple factual judgment, that appearance is quite misleading.
Factual dif ferences are extremely important in applying the Fourth
Amendment.but the conclusion that a particular search is or is not
reasonable should be understood as a policy decision reflecting
value judgments about what the Constitution ought or ought not
to permit.

_In three recent cases students challenged the legality of public
school locker searches.sn Similar questions were raised in two cases
involving searches of dormitory rooms in public colleges." _Because
of the extensive common ground in the public school and college
cases and because_ of the interdependence of these two types of
cases as authority for each other, the dormitory room searches will
be given extensive treatment here along with the locker search
cases. In addition, related issues have been presented .by recent
cases involving searches at private colleges" and: searches of the
person of public school students92 These cases will be considered

89. People v. Overton, 24 N.Y.2d 522, 301, N.Y.S.2d 479, 249 N.E.2d 366 (1969) ; In re
Donaldson, 269 Cal. App. 2d 509, 75 Cal. Rptr. 220, (1969) ; State v. Stein, 203 Kan. 638,
456 P.2d 1 (1968), cert. denied, 397 U.S. 497 (1970).

90. Piazzola v. Watkins, 442 F.2d 284 (5th Cir. 1971), afr g. 316 F. Supp. 624 (M.D.
Ala. 1970); Moore v. The Student Affairs Committee of Troy State Univ., 284 F. Supp. 725
(M.D. Ala. 1968). --

91. People v. Cohen, 52 Misc. 2d 366, 292 N.Y.S.2d 706 (1st Di, Ct. Nassau Cty. 1968) ;
Commonwealth v. McCloskey. 217 Pa. Super. 432, 272 A.2d 271 (1970).

92. People v. Jackson, App, Div. 2d , 319 N.Y.S.2d 731 (1971) ; In re G., 11
Cal. App. 3d 1193, 90 Cal. Rptr. 361 (1970) ; People v. Stewart, 63 Misc. 2d 601, 313
N.Y.S.2d 253 (1970) ; Mercer v. State, 450 S.W.2d 71, (Tex. Cir. App. 1970).
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in this pa._ er only insofar as they contribute to the analysis of the
three school locker and two public college dormitory room cases.u3

Although the law applicable to these five cases was (and is) by
no means free from doubt, there was a reasonable basis for the stu-
dent's contention that each of the searches was illegal. Neverthe-
less, the student lost in four of the five cases, including all the
locker cases. With the single exception, this group of cases was
certainly not generous to the student. The decisions suggest that,
in applying the Fourth Amendment in a public school or college
setting, the la- , enforcement interest should be given rather wide
latitude and the privacy interest of students should be rather cir-
cumscribed. In some of the discussion that follows, I will question
whether the correct balance has been struck.

THE CASES

People v. Overton" involved a search of a high school student's
locker for marijuana cigarettes. The police officers had a warrant
to search the student and his locker, but the locker warrant_was in-
valid. The vice-principal of the school had a key to all school
lockers and apparently the right to enter the lockers for at least
some purposes. He opened the locker and purported to authorize
the search that produced the cigarettes. After the original decision
by the New York Court of_ Appeals that the search was _reason-
able,"5 the case W a s remanded to that court by the United States
Supreme Court for further consideration." The original decision
was reaffirmed by the New York court and was subsequently left
undisturbed by a federal district court that passed on the student's
petition for habeas corpus."7 The appeal from the denial of the

93. See also Speake v. Grantham, 317 F. Supp. 1253 (S.D. Miss. 1970) (challenge to
indefinite suspension of college students rejected where evidence of _possession _of false
and disruptive pamphlets was obtained by a search and seizure of students' microbus that
was reasonable under the "plain view" doctrine) ; Keene v. Rodgers, 316 F. Stipp. 217
(D. Maine 1970) (challenge to dismissal of Maine Maritime Academy midshipman re-
jected where evidence of possession of desecrated American flag, can of beer, and bag of
marijuana was obtained in search of midshipman's automobile that was _reasonable be-
cause it was conducted by officer of quasi-military academy for purpose of enforcing dis-
cipline) ; Cook v., State, 85 Nev. 692, 462 P.2d 523 (1970) (in criminal proceeding habeas
-corpus petition is improper procedure for challenging admissibility of evidence claimed to
have been taken from college dormitory room in violation of Fourth Amendment) ; State
v. Bradbury, 109 N.H. 105, A.2d 308 (1968) (valid warrant to search college room for
possession of marijuana does not authorize search of individual who happeril to be on
premises). See also United States v. Coles, 302 F. Supp. 99 (D. Maine 1969).

94. 24 N.Y. 2d 522, 301 N.Y.S.2d 479, 249 N.E.2d 366 (1969).
95. 20 N.Y. 2d 360, 283 N.Y.S.2d 22, 229 N.E.2d 596 (1967).
96. 393 U.S. 85 (1968).
97. Overton v. Reiger, 311 F. Stipp. 1035 (SaN.Y. 1970).
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habeas corpus petition was dismissed as mootS and the subsequent
petition for certiorari W a s denied by the Uni ed States Supreme
Court."

Many of the circumstances in State v. Stein"'' were comparable
to those in Overion. The principal of the high school had a key to
all students lockers: he opened the locker and authorized a search
by the police. In this case, the police were looking for stolen pro-
perty, which they eventually found in a bus station locker that fit
a key found in the defendant's school locker. Besides having the
principal's consent, the police unambiguously requested and re-
ceived permission from the student himself to search the locker.
The Kansas Supreme Court upheld the search, and the student's
petition for certiorari to the United States Supreme Court was
denied.

In the third locker case, In re Donaldson," the search was made
solely by and on the initiative _of the high school's vice-principal.
Haying been_told by a student that methedrine pills ("speed")_ could
be purchased in school, the vice-principal instrueted the_student to
make a purchase. The student later returned with the pills and_told
the vice-principal the purchase had been made from the defendant,
another student. The vice-principal searched the defendant's locker
and found marijuana, Which he then turned over to the police. The
search was held to be reasonable by the California Court of Ap-
peals and this decision was not appealed to the California Supreme
Court.

The two dormitory room eases, Moore v. The Student Af
Committee Troy Sta.e Universityl" and Piazzola v. Watkins,"3
grew out_of the_same_set of facts._ The searches in these cases were
prompted by allegedly "reliable" information that narcotics were
present in certain rooms at Troy State University in Alabama. After
this information was obtained by_ the state and federal_ law enforce-
ment officers, the search was undertaken by them with the cooper-
ation of certain college administrative officials but without a search
warrant. Marijuana_ was_ found in some of the rooms searched. The
two cases were heard in federal court by the same trial judge (two
years apart). In Moore the search was found to have been made
jointly by narcotics agents and the dean of men and to be reason-

98. F.2d (2d Cir. No. 34965, Sept. 28, 1970).
99. 401 U. S. 1003 (1971).
100. 203 Kan. 638, 456 P.2d 1 (196r,, cert. denied, 397 U.S. 947 (1970
101. 269 Cal. App. 2d 599, 75 Cal. Rptr. 220 (1969).
102. 284 F. Supp. 725 (M.D. Ala. 1968).
103. 316 F. Supp. 624 (M.D. Ala. 1970).
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able under the Fourth Amendmen but in Piazzola the participa-
tion in the search by university officials was regarded as subor-
dinate to the primary role played by the police, and the search
was held to be in violation of the student defendants Fourth
Amendment rights. Moore was not appealed, and Piazzola was
affirmed by the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Cir-
cuit.'"

The narrow issue in each of these five eases was the admissibility
of the evidence found as a result of a search that was claimed to be
illegal. _In the Moore ease the student was attempting to exclude
the evidence from a college discipline proceeding as a_ resuit of
which the student was indefinitely suspended. In each of the other
cases the exclusion was sought in a criminal (or juvenile) proceed-
ing. At the heart of each of the five cases was either of two ques-
tions: whether the administrative official of the_ school (or college)
had the power to make a warrantless search of a locker (or
room), or whether such an official had the power to consent to such
a setc,ch by the police. For convenience of discussion, I will con7
sider separately_ four li -ic issues concerning the legality of school
locker (and college room) searches and the admissibility of the
evidence obtained from such searches:

1. Are the police authorized to search without a warrant and
without consent?

. Are appropriate school or college officials authorized to search
without a warrant and without consent?

3. Under what circumstances may a consent validate a search
that would otherwise be illegal?

4. If a search was illegal, may the evidence obtained as -1. result
,of the search nevertheless be admitted?

POLICE SEARCH WITHOUT WARR ANT OR CONSENT

In Piazzola v. Watkins, a five-year prison sentence for marijuana
possession was set aside because the critical evidence was obtained
by the police in a search of the defendant's college dormitory room
without a warrant and without a valid consent. There was no sug-
gestion in any of the other eases that a warrantless pollee search
would be lawful without a valid consent.

To determine whether warrantlesS searches of school lockers by
law enforcement officers are lawful, it is necessaiy to answer

104. 442 F.2d 384 (5th Cir. 1971).
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several distinct questions
Amendment:

from the language of the Fourtl

The rights of die people to he secure in their houses, papers. and effects
acraingt unrel,onlble .,.e-trehes lnd seizure, shall not I e viollted

In these words. are students "people are their_school lock r.
feets," and are warrantless searches unreasonable"?

Fourth Amendment Protection of Students

None of the cases seemed to ) question the applicability of the
Fourth Amendment to the persons concerned. The college students
in Moore and Piazzola were explicitly found to be entitled to
Fourth Amendment protection. In the other cases the courts seemed
to assume that the public school students were covered. though the
Donaldson opinion may have suggested that the student's Fourth
Amendment protection is of a lower order than the type available
to adults.1"5 Farlier in this paper. pointed out the holding of the
Supreme Court in the Tinker case that students do not "shed their
constitutional rights to freedom of speech or expression at the
schoolhouse gate."'" Ti should be equally true that Fourth Amend-
ment rights accompany students through that same gate. Similarly,
the Gault decision, which held that children charged with ddin-
quencv were entitled to constitutional rights comparable to those
available to adult criminal defendants, would seem to require that

105. The court stated that the school, standing in IOCO parentis, had the "rit it to use
moderate force to obtain obedience" and that the right extended to locker searches. 75 Cal.
Rptr. at 223. Of course the invocation of in loco parentis auth(1rity is just a way of stat-
ing the conclusion, hz loco parentis has been discredited at the college level.
Soglin v. Kauffman, 295 F. Supp. 978. 988 (W.D. Wisc. 1968): Van Alstvne Procedural
Due Process and State, University Students, 10 U.C.L.A. L. 1W% 368, 375, 78 (1963) . And
its continuing vitality in the high school is doubtful. See Tn i NATurcAL Assoc1ATtoN
SECoNDARy Srmoot, PitiNCIPALS, The Reasonable P,'.1--crcise of Authority 5 (1969) Buss,
Procedural Due Process for School Discipline: Probing the Constitutional Outline, 119 U.
PA. L. REV. 545, 559.62 (1971). At the very most, the n loco parentis doctrine means that
the school has some but ant all parent-like powers over the child. The question concerns
which powers it should have; with respect to locker seardws. that question can be answered
only by examining the considerations that would be controlhug in any eventi.e., those
relevant to reconciling the school's and the slate's interest in school discipline and law
enforcement with the student's interest in privacy. It seems reasonably clear that the
school-chihi and the parent-child relationships are quite different, that there is no con-
scious bestowing by parents of unlimited power to make such searches. anti that manv
parents would object to a broad power, Bat cf. Knowles, Crime incestigation in the Scho(1ls:
Its Constitutional Dimensions, 4 J. oF FAmn.i LAW, 151, 155 11964). written before the
Gault and Tinker decisions. Moreover, I would not usz-ione that a child has no privacy
interest whatsoever against his parent. See People v. Flowers, 23 Alich. App. 523. 179
N.W. 2d 56 (1970). But cf. State v. Kinderman, 271 Minn, 405, 136 N.W.2d 577 119651,
cert. denied, 3P U.S. 909 (1966).

106. See pa& 12, supra.



people cannot be disqualified _rom enjoying Fourth Amendment
rights because they are voting 11)7

Fourth Aine clinen! Protection of Lockers

The application of_ Fourth Amendment protection to college dor-
mitory rooms was clearly established by the Moore and Piazzola
eases. The other_ cases seem to conclude that public school lockers
are also protected,_ bu t that conclusion is not wholly_ unambiguous.
For example, the first Overton opinion of the New York Court of
Appeals stated:

it is axiomatic that the protection of the Fourth Amendment is.not re-
stricted to dwellings. Bart Importing Co. V. United States. 282 U.S. 344
(1931). A depository such as a locker or even a desk is safeguarded from
unreasonable searches for evidence of a crime. United States v. Blok, 188
F.2d 1019 (D.C. Cir. 1951). los

But the court then went on to stress the school's ownership of the
lockersi" The Stein opinion stated that the status of the sdiool
locker was "somewhat anomalous"- 110 and that "the defendant's
argument must fail because of the nature of a high school
locker."m

While these statements should not be disregarded, they must be
placed in the context of the opinions as a whole. From this per-
spective,-statements about the nature or ownership of the locker
can be related to an overall emphasis on the educational setting and
the particular relationship between the student and school officials.
The cases seem to conclude that the Fourth Amendment may give
only limited protection to student lockers, but not that Fourth
Amendment protection is entirely lacking.

At least the second part or this conclusion seems to be required
by the general law concerning the Fourth Amendment. A number
of Oecisions have applied the Fourth Amendment to areas not
physically, different in any important respect from rooms and
lockers."2 More important, since Katz v. United States the Supreme
Court has emphasized that "the Fourth Amendment protects peo-

107. See page , supra.
108. 20 N.Y.2d at 361, 283 N.Y.S.2d at 23.
109. 20 N.Y.2d at 363, 283 N.Y.S,2d at 25 ("nonexclusive nature of locker") ; 24 N.Y.2dat 525, 301 N,Y.S.2d at 481 ("title" in board of education ); 24 N.Y.2d at 526, 301 N.Y.S.-2d at 482 ("certainly not private property" of student).
110. 456 P.2d at 3.
111. Id.
112. See Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347 (1967) (telephone booth)

-. Stoner v. Cali-fornia, 376 U.S. 483 (1964) (hotel room) ; Rios v. United States, 364 ii,S. 253 (1960)(taxi cab) ; United States v. Blok, 188 F.2d 1019 (D.C. Cir. 1951) (desk).
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plc, not places.""3 The Ka. z case invalidated electronic eavesdrop-
ping (regarded as a search) of a telephone booth mversation. The
Court_held that the Fourth Amendment privacy interest is not con-
trolled by property considerations such as ownership of the area
searched.

What a person knowingly exposes to the public, even in his own home or
office, is not a subject of Fourth Amendment protection. . . . But what he
seeks to preserve as private, even in an area accessible to the public, may
be constitutionally protected."4

atz and subsequent decisions have based Fourth Amendment pro-
tection on the searched person's reasonable OP justifieble "expecta-
tion of privacy.""5 As articulated by Mr. justice Harictn, the test
is partly whether the person has sought to "preserve as private" the
area searched and partly whether the person seeking protection has
an interest that is appropriate for such Drotection."6 The first part
of the test poses a factual question: What did the studen, expect
or intend ? The second part of the test necessarily involves an exer-
cise of judgment by the court: a determination of what society
ought to recognize as private.

It seems to me there is a very strong case for recognizing a pri-
vacy interest in both school lockers and college dormitory rooms.
The high school student is required by law to attend school, and his
locker is one of his few harbors of privacy within the school. It is
the only place where he mav be able to store what he seeks to pre-
serve as privateletters from a girl friend, applications for a job,
poetry he is writing, books that may be ridiculed because they are
too simple or too advanced, or dancing shoes he may be embar-
rassed to own. Although the college student attends school not un-
der legal compulsion, he has a different and perhaps greater pri-
vacy investment in his dormitory room. For all practical purposes,
his room is his homelike the boardinghouse or apartment of other
students and the dwelling place of any citizen.

Of course, it is not necessary to reach the identical conclusion
about school lockers and college rooms (either on this question of
Fourth Amendment applicability or on other questions such as
those treated later concerning the reasonableness of a search by

113. Sec Katz v. United States, note 112, supra at 351.
114. Id.
115. See id. at 353; Mancusi v. Deforte, 392 U.S. 364 (1968)-
116. 389 U.S. at 361 (Harlan, J., concurring). See also United States '. bite 401 U.S.

745, 768, (1971) (Harlan, J. dissenting).
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education (ifficials Or the 'validity or a conse ) 17 If, tt distinction
is to be made. however. the factors do not point uniformly itt one
direetion. Unlike his college counterpart, a public school student
does have a home to return to at the end of each day. Moreover,
the younger students. below the college level. might seem to need
more supervision and protection because or their inexperience and
immaturity. Furthermore. because there are many more students
Concentra ted in a small area in school than in college, there may be
a greater exposure to the dangers or any criminal or delinquent be-
havior and thus a greater need or supervision of all areas where
the instrurnentS or evidence of crime might be secreted. Yet this
same concentration of students cmlt ributes heavily to an absence or
any privacy for children while in school, and thus to a greater need
to have whatever privacy a locker may afford. In addition. child-
ren below the college level attend school tinler the compulsion of
law and are subject to extensive regulation in their inschool lives.
These are dimensions that argue with special force For protecting
the privacy of students in public scho)l m wluitever way is pos-
sible.

The decision whether the studen.t had a reasonable expectation of
privacy might be influenced by the existence or regulations reserv-
ing certain rights to search the locker (or room) by school (or col-
lege) officials. The effect of such regulations will be considered
shortly in greater detail."8 At this juncture, however. it is suffi-
cient to caution against attributing very far-reaching cow,:equenees
to such regulations. In the first place, there is always a threshold
questnm about the extent to which such regulations actually notifv
the affected persons that his privacy interest is to be restricted in
some way. Even concerning those regulations about which the stu-
dent receives fair notice, there is a fundamental question of their
effect in authorizing a search. Obviously, there would be little
substance to constitutional rights if they could be easily qualified
or eliminated by the prom-dgation of regulations.

Reasonableness of Warrantless Searches

Assuming now that the _Fourth Amendment does clearly cover
the kinds or searches considered here, it remains_to consider in this
section whether law enforcement officers must have a warrant to

117. See, e.g Piazzola v. Watkins, 442 F.2d 284, 289 n.2 , h Cir 1971 Moore 1%
Student Affairs Committee of Troy State Liniv 284 F. Supp. 725. 730 n. 10 M,D. Ala.,1968).

118. See pages 4145, infra.
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make a legal search, Although a search warrant is. not an absolute
condition for a reasonable search. the Supreme Court has repeatedly
demonstrated its preference for searches un(ler a warrant)" In
Katz v. United States, the Court stated:

Searches conducted without_ warrants have been held unla vith-
standing facts unquestionably showing probable cause," Agnello V.

United States, 269 U.S. 20, 33, (1925), for the Constitution requires 'that
the deliberate impartiql judgment of a_judicial officer . be interposed
between the citizen and the police. . Wong Sun v. United States, 371
U.S. 471. :481-82 (1963). 'Over and again this court has emphasized that
the mandate of the 1Fourthl Amendment requires adherence to judicial
processes,' United States v. Jeffers, 342 U.S. U. 41 (1951) and that
searchei; conducted outside the judicial process, without prior approval
by judge or magistrate, are per se unreasonable under the Fourth Amend-
ment subject only to a few specifically established and well-delineated
exceptians.120

The claimed advantages of a wa -Ant are the determination of
probable cause" for the search by a neutral magistrate, rather

than by the police: the _establishment in advance of ,a specified
factual basis justifying the reasonableness of the search: the crea-
tion of a record that will facilitate subsequent judicial review of
these justifying grounds: and_ the_limitations on the search's scope
and manner that arc imposed by the terms of the warrant.

Although warranted searches are_ Favored, the reasonableness of
various types of unwari_.anted searches has been established: emer-
gency searches)" searches incident to arrest,122 and searches car-
ried out in hot_ pursuit)2" hi the five cases considered_ here, there
was no claim that the conditions necessary for any of these excep-
tions applied. I t is perhaps arguable that the circumstances in
some of the cases would have justified the exceptions in favor of
emergency searches or searches incident to arrest. but it is not likely
these arguments could have succeeded.

An "emergency" might be suggested by the fact that, in each of
the cases, there were grounds for suspecting that_evidenee of illegal

Yactivity would be found in the searched areas. et. except possibly
in Moore, in none of the eases was there any basis for suspecting
imminent destruction of that evidence, _thus requiring emergency
action. In fact, in ,lloore and probably also in Steinit seems

119. See, Chimel v. Californi. 395 U.S. 752, (1969) ; United States v. Ventresea, 380
U.S. 102 (1965) ; Beek v. Ohio, 379 U.S. 89 (1964).

120. 389 U.S. 347, 35711967).
121. See Selunerber v. California, 384 U.S. 757 (1966) ; Carroll v. United Sta 267

U.S. 132 (1925).
122. See Chirnel v. California, 395 U.S. 752 (1969).
123. See Warden v. Hayden, 387 U.S. 294 (1967).
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likely that a warrant could have been obtained by the le the
search was made.'" And. in Overton a search warrant been
obtained but it was invalid. Furthermore, even assuming that the
search would have been delayed somewhat while a warrant_was
being obtained, in.some of these cases precautions could have been.
taken to prevent the suspect from destroying the evidence.'25

Since an arrest was not made prior to the search in any of these
cases, it is obvious that the search could not have been justified as
"incident to arresr'120 Moreover, even had there been a prior, law-
ful arrest, it is very donbtful that a search without a warrant
would have been justified in .the circumstances of these _cases. The
Supreme Court decision in Chime! n Caliform-11,127 greatly restrict-
ing the previous rule that allowed very broad searches incident to
an arrest,128 would seem to prohibit incidental searches except for
evidence within a student's reach and subject to destruction at
the time of arrest.

Of course it is always possible that the courts will recognize new
exceptions to the general requirements that searches_ be made un-
der the _authorization of a warrant. The Supreme Court's recent
approval of warrantless stop and frisk practizes might be thought
of as such a new exception_in the arrest (seizure)_ area.129 It is
clear, though, that none of the cases discussed in this paper pur-
ports._ fo carve out_ a new general rnle authorizing warrantless
searches of school lockers or college dormitory rooms by law en-
forcement officers.'"

ADMINISTRATIVE SEARCH WITHOUT WARRANT
OR CONSENT

The language of the Fourth Amendment does not single out
searches by law enforcement officers or searches designed to obtain
criminal convictions. It guarantees security against "unreasonable

124. In Moore, the search was eventually carried out at 2:30 p.m.; the student whose
room was searched was under direct suspicion no later than some time in the morning of
the search day and the information that the student was pE.cld. to leave the campus
temporarily was received at 1 p.m. 284 F. Supp. at 727-28. In Stein, police officers visited
the school and eventually searched the defendant's locker the day after the burglary for
which the defendant was convicted.

125. See McDonald v. Unitei States, 335 U.S. 451 (1948).
126. In Moore, the court expressly stipulated that the search was not conducted as an

incident to an arrest. 284 F. Supp. at 728.
127. 395 U.S. 752 (1969).
128. See Harris v. United States, 331 U.S. 145 (1947) ; United States v. Rabinowitz,

339 U.S. 56 (1950). (both overruled by Chirnel).
129. Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1 (1968).
130. But see In re G., 11 Cal. App. 3d 1193, 90 Cal. Rptr 361 ( -0 ), discussed in

text at notes 169-72.
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searches and seizures" generally. Furthermore, the Fouieenth
Amendment (through which the proscriptions of the Fourth Amend
ment are brought to bear on state and local governments) applies
only to ."state action," but that concept has been construed to cover
any public official acting in behalf of a state or any of its agencies
or subdivisions. Nonetheless, until the Supreme Court's decision
in Camara v. Municipai Court,1"1 it was plausible to argue that the
invalidity of warr_antless searches did not apply to action by admin-
istrative officers for administrative purposes.132

In the Camara case, the Supreme Court held that a housing in-
spector attempting to enforce a housing code could not undertake
a general area inspection inside_the petitioner's residence without
a warrant. The Co_urt also_ held, however, that a lower standard
of "probable cause" should control the issuance of the warrant
than would apply in the case of a search for evidence of a criminal
violation. A more exacting standard would greatly encumber
achievement of the important public interest in carrying out a
housing inspection program. Moreover, such an inspection is
"neither personal in nature no!. aimed at the discovery of evidence
of crime" _and thus involves a "relatively limited invasion" of pri-
vacy."3 For these reasons the Court held that probable cause
would be established "if reasonable legislative or administrative'
standards for conducting an area inspection are satisfied with re-
spect to a particular dwelling."3 4

It is_important to stress both_aspects- of the case. First, .the Fourth
Amendment does apply to administrative searches and prohibits
such searches if made_ without a warrant. Second, because of fac:
tors peculiar to general_area housing inspections, a relaxed standard
of probable cause applies for the purpose of_ issuing the required
search warrant. These two aspects leave a hiatus _from which._ a
third inference might be drawn: when the special factors are ab-
sent, administrative searches can be made only under the authority
of a warrant and the issuance of the warrant is appropriate only
when the ordinary standards, rather than the relaxed standards of
Camara, are satisfied.

The Camara decision would seem to be significant to searches of
school lockers and college rooms by education authorities. For the
purpose of examining this significance further, it seems useful to

131. 387 U.S. 523 (1967).
132. See Frank v. Maryland, 359 U.S. 360 (1959).
133. See 387 U.S. at 537.
134. See id. at 538.



dis_ nguisk four different situ& ions in which administrative
searches might be made by public school or college of ficials.1"5

1. The search is part of a general inspection (of lockers or
to maintain standards of cleanliness, sanitation, or neatness.
The search does not, in advance, single out a particular stu-
dent in any way and there is no sanction (or possibly a very

iminor sancton) for failing to meet the prescribed standards.
,

2. The search is designed to locate evidence of an infraction of
school or college regulations for which a serious sanction such
as expulsion might be imposed. The school or college official
making the search is not attempting to enforce the laws of
society at large. But the search is focused 011 a particular stu-
dent, and it may produce very severe consequences for that
student.

3. This situation is the same as the preceding one exce t that
the school regulation which the student_is suspected of violat-
ing is, in substance,_ also a crim inal violation. This woukl be
true NVhen the regulation by its own terms prohibits students
from "violating the law" (or a particular law) or when sub-
stantially the same conduct proscribed by the regulation is al-
so conduct prohibited by criminal law.

4. The "administrative" search is undertaken not to_ enforce a
school or college rule, but for the express purpose of obtaining
evidence that a student has committed a criminal offense.

In my judgment, only the first situation is comparable to Camara;
none of the other three situations should be subjected to the relaxed
probable cause standard_ of that case. It is my conclusion that
there_ are not likely to be significant differences between police
searches and the administrative searches described by situations
two, three, or four and that the student's interest in privacy pro-
tected by the Fourth Amendment is likely to be substantially im-
paired by these three types of administrative searches.

This conclusion seems nearly beyond question in the fourth situa-
tion where, in marked contrast _to Camara, the inspection by the
educational administrator would be "personal in nature" and "aimed
at the discovery of evidence of crime." Arguably, the educator is

135. For purposes of the discussion in this paper, an educational "administrator" (or
"authe:ity" or "official") includes a teacher or any other educational personnel making
the search by reason of his student-educator relationship or his employment hy the edo .cational institution. Administrative searches as used in this paper would not, however,
include searches by the campus police or their equivalent, whether or not such persons
are technically regarded as law enforcement officers by the law of the state.
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less singlemindedly bent on law enforcement, more likely to have
the student's interest at heart, and therefore more likely than the
poice to conduct the search in a gentle, considerate_ fashion. But
the factual basis of this argument seems very doubtful and, at the
very least, to fall sho 31. providing support for a constitutional
distinction between the two kinds of searches. The scope and effect
of the search would be likely to be the same regardless of who con-
ducts it. A criminal prosecution is likely if a search is conducted
and evidence of a criminal -violation is found by the education of-
ficial. The student will certainly assume that this official will turn
any evidence over to the police, and the educator is likely to feel
duty bound to do just that. The law enforcement character of the
search may seem most obvious when the educator and the police-
man act jointly: but the search clearly has this character also when
it is made by the educator at the invitation of the police or evert
when the educator undertakes the search on his own initiative with
the intention of turning over any incriminating evidence to law en-
forcement officials. In short, when the sole purpose of the search
is to find evidence of a crime, the schoolman is a policeman, what-
ever his formal title.

Although the third situation can be distinguished from the, fourth,
the distinction does not seem constitutionally significant. In this
situation, the evidence prompting the search will simultaneously
tend to prove both a school rule violation and a criminal law viola-
tion. Plainly, if the suspected evidence is found, the student would
be placed in immediate jeopardy of both disciplinary and criminal
prosecution. Without the limitations that a warrant might impose,
the invasion of his privacy resulting from the search would likely
be as relentless in every respect as if he were merely a suspected
criminal whose house or room or locker was being searched by the
police. In many instances, the educator will be oonscious of the
fact that the school or college regulation has been premised on the
criminal law. When this is.true, an administrative search is likely
to be conducted without any clearly articulated distinction between
its criminal and disciplinary purposes. If anything, an educational
administrator might tend to be even more intent on discovering
evidence of a crime, to help preserve the integrity of his institution.
It would seem artificial to characterize the search as "administra-
tive" (in contrast to "criminal") with the suggestion that the crim-
inal violation could be treated as an afterthought.

The second situation, involving no elements of a criminal search,
obviously presents a more difficult question. Since it involves a35



purely "administrative search, there is room to argue that it is
somewhat like Camara and distinguishable from situations three
and four. Plainly, the absence of anv threat of a criminal sanction
is important but is likely to appear more important than it actually
is. Disciplinary sanctions have been described as potentially "more
grave" :than puni'iment for criminal violations,136 and who can
doubt that. It is also arguable that, in practice, school rules that
have no criminal underpinnings may seem to present less of a
threat to the educational institution and, thus, to prompt a less
aggressive search. It seems probable, however, that the seriousness
of the sanction provides a far better index to the icdictable inten-
si±y_of a search than the presence or absence of a criminal origin or
analogue. Of course, many of the most common serious educational
offenses, e.g., violence, theft, drug distribution, do have a counter-
part in the criminal law. But some rule violations regarded by
some educators as seriousanything from plagiarism to dissemin-
ation of forbidden "underground" newspapershave no criminal
character. Any search for evidence of such serious educational
offenses would likely be pressed with considerable urgency and, in
Camara terms, would be "personal in nature." The resulting in-
vasion of privacy does not seem any less because the evidence
sought would ultimately be used as a ground for imposing a severe,
though noncriminal, sanction against the student.

To put it mildly, the conclusions and arguments lust stated_are
not overwhelmingly supported bv the decided cases discussed in
this paper. In either bolding or dictum all five of these cases ap-
proved of warrantless searches by educational _administrators over
student objections. None of the cases even cited Camara. There is
no way to know whether the omission was a result of oversight or
a conscious decision that_. Camara has nothing to teach us about
searches conducted by educational_ administrators. It does seem
clear, though, that the rationale of these eases grows out of special
considerations relevant to educational institutions rather than out
of any _general view that..administrative searches are beyond the
reach of the Fourth Amendment. Still, Camara seems to have some
relevance io these cases and it provides a useful comparison for
some of the reasoning found in them.

--

The main reasons given by the courts _for upholding searches by
education officials are discussed in the following paragraphs.

136. See Soglin v. Kauffman, 295 F. Supp. 978, 988 W.D. Wise 1968).
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Search by Private Citizen.
According _to the opinion in In re Donaldson, the vice-principal

who searched the student's locker was not "a governmental official
within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment so as to bring into
play its prohibitions against unreasonable searches and seizures."
The court's theory is quite inscrutable. A vice-principal of a_ high
school obviously exercises the power of the state when he performs
the duties assigned to him. Although it is possible for_ any govern-
ment employee to act privately, the facts reported in the case com-
pletely belie any notion that the search challenged in this ease was
undertaken in an individual capacity. In fact, most of the court's
opinion is devoted to various justifications_ of the vice-principal's
action because he was acting in kis official capacity: sharing the
authority_of The master key to all student lockers, insuring the pro-
tection of all students, preserving the law-and-order atmosphere
necessary for the educational process, and partaking of the school's
in loco parentis power.

Although this reasoning seems_totally untenable to me, it has been
used several times. The Donaldson language was quoted with ap-
proval in the opinion of In re G.137 in partial justification for using
evidence of the possession _of amphetamine pills_ in a_ delinquency
proceeding against the student. The pills were found in a Kodak
film canister ihat was among the contents of the student's pockets
required to be emptied by the dean of students.

Comparable reasoning was followed in People v. Stewart,13
another empty=theTockets case. In the Stewart case, the court re-
jected the student's motion to suppress evidence, of heroin posses-
sion on the theory that the dean of boys was acting _as_ a private
person _while the Fourth Amendment was not intended as a re-
straint "upon other than governmental .agencies."_. For this proposi-
tion, the court found support in the Supreme Court's decision in
Burdeau v. McDowell.1" Burdeau provides no authority for the
court's conclusion. It held tlt the Attorney General of the United
States could use evidence illegally obtained by a private person
that is, really a private person, one not working for government at
any level in any way.1" Plainly, the dean of 'boys was not less an
agent of government than the policeman stationed in the school
building to whom the evidence of heroin possession was turned

137. 11 Cal. App. 3d 1193, 90 Cal. Rutr. 361 (1970).
138. 63 Misc. 2d 601, 313 N.Y.S.2d 253 (Crim. Court 1970).
139. 256 U.S. 465 (1921).
140. But see Annot., 36 A.L.R.3d 553, 566 (1971).
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over,_nor, less than the un ing inspec .vho d to make the
search in Camara.

The private citizen theory seenis to have been ex ended to a
point of ultimate absurdity bl the court in Mercer v. state,141
which said the searching principal was not ect:ag as an arm of
government because he was actin, in loco parent:s. The court's
reasoning, in other words, is that because a parent would not exer-
cise governmental power, the principal acting in the parent's place
does not either. Perhaps what is especially absurd is this over-
blown view of in loco parentis.'I2 Giving everything that is possible
to give to the in loco parentis concept, the error of the court's posi-
tion is almost too obvious to state: under a system of compulsory
education, the school authority acquires power over the child only
because of the law and becaus- or that authority's role as an agent
of the governmental branch charged with carrying out the law.
It is errant nonsense to characterize this governmentally derived
power as "in loco pnren(u and then to deny its governmental ori-
gin .143

Absence of Criminal Character or Purpose.
The legality of the search in Moore was based partly on the

nature of the disciplint-ry proceedings, which, the court said, were
not "criminal proceedi igs in the constitutional se- 144 The
Camara ease certainly e4.sts, doubt on the significance of being able
to characterize the case as noncriminal. It is notable that in
Moore, as in Camara, a reduced standard of probable cause was-
employed. But in Camara the lower standard applied to issuing
a warrant authorizing a search: in lloore, by contrast, the lower
standard applied to the making of a search without a warrant.
Apart from this fundamental distinction, the special circumstances
justifying a relaxed standard it:. Camara were absent in Moore.
Unlike Camara. the search in ilitirve was for the express varpose
of finding evidence against the student resisting the search, and
the opening of sealed containers contemplated by the regulation in
Moore was certainly not a minimal invasion of privacy.

141. 450 S.W,2d 715 (Tex, Cir. App. 1970).
142. See note 105, supra. In People v. Jackson, App. Div. 2d, 319 INIX,S.2d 731 (1971),involving the search of a student's person, the court argued that the in loco parentis rda-

tionship was ciitical in applying the standard of reasonableness, but not that this relation-ship mado the Fourth Amendment inapplicable.
143. The dissenting opinion in tho Ifercer ease argued that, unlike the school, the parenthad no duty to report the evidence discovered to the police. See Mercer v. State, at 721-22.
144. 284 F. Supp. at 730. 38
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In his Piazzola opinion, Judge Johnson again stressed the dif-
ference between disciplinary and criminal sanctions. But where
as in Moore he liad seemed to stress the nature of the proceeding,
in Piazzola lie stressed the purpose of the search. This apparent
shift in emphasis is somewhat disturbing. To appreciate the dif-
ference it is essential to recall that both cases grew out of the very
same occurrence at Troy State University on the morning of Febru-
ary 28. 1968. Only different student.; and different romns were
involved. Thus, in both casesbecause. factually, they are large:),
the same case -the sea reh was undertaken at the initiative of the
police but with the cooperation and./or consent of the college ad-
ministrators. Yet in, the one case the court concluded 'Chat the
search was conducted by college administrators for educational
purposes, and in the other that the search was conducted by the
police for crimint0 purposes. It is difficult to understand how
the rela(ive roles or college and law en for-cement orfieers could be
viewed so differently in the two cases: it is still more difficult to
understand how the purpose of the search could have changed so
fundamentally. Possibly the difference did in fact exist as a re-
sult of a chance distinction between the peculiar circumstances of
the searches or two different rooms. Or, possibly, only the record
before the court was different, Or, finalk, the court's view of
the facts may have changed in the iN -year interval between the
cases." 5

Assuming the accuracy of the factual distinction reflected by
the two opinions, some interesting consequences follow. The search
in Moore was reasonable because it was inade by college adminis-
trators pursuing eduk.ational purposes. But the evidence that led
to the expulsion of the student in Moore would also tend to sup-
port a criminal conviction. Since the search was reasonable, noth-
ing prevented the evidence from being turned over to the police
and used against the now ex-student in a criininal prosecution, In
fact, the Moore Opinion specifically noted that a criminal action
was pending against the student."6 The final result could be a
conviction, in contrast to Piazzola, which resulted in setting cside
the conviction. In sum, then, two students are prosecuted for the

145. One striking differene, beiwe^n Piazzola and Moore is probably consistent with
either a change of view or a. n!iff.len- record fn Moore, .bidge Johnson st:ued, in dictum,
that the school authorities i.ad enough information to amount to probable cause to be-
lieve the conduct was criminal." 284 F. Supp. at 730 U. 11. In Piazzola, he stated thai the
state's evidence "failed completely" to prove the facts and circumstances necessary to show
the informer's reliability and the factual basis Of.the informer's conclusions 'hat are neces-
sary to establish probable cause. 316 F. Supp. at 627.

146. See 284 F. SLpp. at 727 n. 1.
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same crin inal offense on the basis of substantially the same evi-
dence seized as a result of substantially similar searches, both
initiated by the same law enforcement officers on the strength of
the same information: but different verdicts are reached because
a college 'official did or did not have a primary role in the search.

Unfortunately, the implications of the two cases do not end with
the unappealing conclusion of inconsistent treatment of similarly
situated persons. The iloore-Piazzola distinction is not alone in
using the purpose of a search as a key to its reasonableness. The
Donaldgon opinion noted that the vice-principal of the school had
searched the student's locker "not to obtain convictions, but to
secure evidence of student miseonduct."17 In various other con-
texts, the noncriminal purpose of a search has been heavily em-
phasized as a justification. But these other contexts tend to be
unique and, in so far as they are not, it is not clear that the cases
have fully taken account of the Camara decision."8

It does seem clear, at least, that locker and dormitory cases pre-
sent special considerations. The searches in these types of cases
are prompted by circumstances, such as the use of drugs, that are
likely to be recurrent, and consequently, to encourage education
officials and the police to combine and coordinate their efforts in
dealing with these situations. Examples of such joint operations
have already been documented at both the collegel" and high
schoolm) levels, and many other instances undoubtedly exist or
are in the making. At the same time, education is not likely to
thrive in an atmosphere characterized by s,-!ipicion and distrust.
If the identity of the searcher and the purpose of the search are
given great importance, college (or school) officials are likely to be
encouraged to undertake searches of college rooms and student
lockers instead of referring such matters to the police. Of course,
if the educators openly acted on behalf of the police, there is strong

147. 75 Cal. Rptr. at 222.
148. See text at note 182, a
149. See Note, 56 CORN. L. Rcv. 507, 513-15 (1971).
150. Mercer v. State, 450 S.W.2d 715, 721 ri. 3 (Tex. Civ. App. 1970) (dis5entingopinion). The record reveals these facts about the high school principal:

Mr. Hill has a number of students (whose identities remain undisclosed) who
provide "tips" to school officials as to whom may be in possession of Marijuana.

Mr- Hill meets with the Austin Police Department on a weekly basis. Partic-ularly with the Special Services Division (narcotics squad).
Mr. Hill maintains lists of suspected marijuana nsers. In connection with main-taining such lists, Mr. Hill confers with the police agents of the Special Services

Division and notifies them of students who might be using drugs.
Mr. Hill considers his power to investigate possible criminal activity to be vir .tually unlimited (the same as parent). It is the practice of Mr. Hill to conduct"shake downs" of large groups of students when he de,nns it necessary.
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precedent for arguing that thc search should be regarded as done
by law enforcement officers for law enforcement purposes."' But
the Moore arid Piazzola cases amply demonstrate how difficult it
may be to pin down the respective roles am. purposes of police
and college officials. Moreover. because ally s;gnificant police in-
volvement would ordinarily invalidate a search by educational ad-
ministrators, there would be a constant temptation to conceal the
cooperative acts.

In this state ot affairs, the education official Is likely to be dis-
tracted from his primary education functions and he may be sub-
ject to Very nasty pressure to do what he feels is illegal, improper,
or distasteful. Moreover, any increase in the law enforcement
character of the jobs of college or school administrators is likely to
have a damaging effect on their relationships with students. Ob-
viously, any tendency to encourage covert arrangements between
police and education officials undermines the integrity of our sys-
tem of justice and reduces the respect for law by the general
public and particularly by students. A far more desirable conclu-
sion woukl be a rejection of the Moore opinion and a requirement
that college and school officials undertake searches only with valid
warrants or under exceptional circumstances such as those that
allow warrantless searcheS by the police.

Regulation Authorizing Search

The students in -he Moore and Piazzola cases were covered by a
college regulation that provided:

The college reserves the right to enter the rooms for inspection purposes.
If the administration deems it necessary_the room may be_ searched and the
occupant required_ to open his personal baggage and other personal ma-
terial which is sealed."2

The scope of a search extending to "personal" and sealed" con-
tainers would entail a very hostile intrusion. Accordingly, this
regulation goes well beyond the kind of housing code regulation
that was contemplated by the Supreme Court in Camara as justi-

151. See Byars v. United States, 273 U.S. 28 (1927) (joint venture) ; Gambino v. United
States, 275 U.S. 310 (1927) (search b) state officers solely on behalf of federal prosecu-
tion) ; cf. Keene v. Rodgers, 316 F. Supp. 217, 220 (D. Maine 1970)-; Stapleton v. Superior
Court, 70 Cal. 2d 97, 73 Cal. Rptr. 575, 447 P.2d 967 (1968) ; Annot., 36 A.L.R.3d 553,
590-599 (1970). But .see Kamisar, Wolf and Lustig Ten Y ears Later: Illegal State Evidence
in State and Federal Court, 43 MINN. L. REV. 1083, 1171-77 (1959).

152. 284 F. Stipp. at 728. See also Gordon v. Riker, No. C-426-71, 3 CoLt.r.cE LAW BUL-
LETIN 101, (Fla. 8th Jud. Cir. 1971), in which a college student's suit attacking a housing
contract wa3 voluntarily dismissed .after the university agreed to strike a sentence which
provided, "Authorized University personnel may enter student rooms for inspection, main-
tenance, housekeeping and conduct purposes."
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fying the issuance of a warrant to make a sea_rch that would be
not "personal in_nature" and consecju ently regarded as a relatively
limited invasion" of privacy.

I t is difficult to know to what exicrii Judge Johnson found in-
dependent support in the regulation and to vl la( extent he was

nply responding to the fact that the student challenged the re-
gulation, "faeiallv and as applied." It does seem that the court's
opinion wavered betAveen emphasis on the regulation as "reason-
able" and minimization of the regulation's significance. The court
said the regulation would be "presumed faciallv reasonable" if

the regulation or in the absence of a rLgulaIlnrL . the action of tlw college
authoritiesiis necessarv in aid of the basic responsibility of the institu-
tion regarding discipline and the maintenance of an educational atmos-
phere."153

Ft is very clear that Judge :Anson did not accept the validity of
the search sinniiv because the regulation said the search could be
made. If the regu la lion were taken literally, a college room could
be searched whenever the administration "deems it necessary."
But the court clearly rejected anv such absolute authority on the
part of college officials. Instead. 'Judge Johnson limited the opera-
tion of the regulation by a constitutional standard requiring the
college official to have a reasonable belief that the room was being
used in a way which would have a serious adverse effect on aam-
pus discipline.

The existence of a regulati( n also seems to have influenced the
court's reasoning in Overton.

The students at Mount Vernon are well aware that the school authorities
possess the combinations of their lockers. It appears understood that the
lock and the combination are _provided in order that each_ student may
have exclusive possession of the locker vis-a-vis_ other students, but the
student does not have such exclusivity over the locker as against the school
authorities: In fad, the school issues regulations regarding what may and
may not be kept in the lockers and presumably can spot check to insure
compliance. The vice-principal testified that he had, on occasion, in-
spected the lockers of students.'"

Unlike the regulation in Moore, the one referred to here deals with
use of the locker and does not, at least directly, authorize_a search
of any kind. The fact that school authorities possessed a key or a
combination_ to_the lockers does not_ prove that they had any power
to search, whether for any particular purpose or under any parti-

153. 284 F. Supp. at 729.
154. 20 N.Y.2d at 362-63, 283 N.Y.S.2d at 25.42



cular set of circumst nces. After all, the school custodian as well
as the vice-principal had a master key. Certainly the fact that
the vice-principal had inspected in the past does not insure the
legality either of those past searches or ,of possibly different future
searches. It hardly seems convincing for the court to argue that,
because there were regulations regarding what could be kept in the
lockers, the school "presumably ean spot check to insure com-
pliance." There are laws regulating what people everywhere may
possess, but this does not lead to the conclusion that the author-
ities can "spot check" for compliance.

EVen the cou t inference that it appears understood" that the
s_tudent lacked exclusive use "as against the school authorities"
does not establish a search power in general or of any particular
nature._ There are many levels of nonexclusivity. For example,
in the fashion of the Camara search, the vice-principal rnight have
had the power to make general health or neatness inspections that
did not focus suspicion of a criminal or school violation on a parti-
cular student. Or the vice-principal might have had power to
make only innocuous inspections focused on a particular sjudent
or small group of students, such as an inspection to detect the .ori-
gin of that Limburger-cheese-like smell permeating the !-,i7.,11. The
point to be emphasized, in short, is that the effect of a regulation
governing locker use --together with related circumstances such as
p-r)ssession of a keyentails a question of interpretation. One must
ask whether and in what_precise way the regulation qualifies the
student's expectation of freedom from government intrusion into
his locker.

In addition to this question of fact, one must ask the more dif-
ficult question of policy: How far should a regulation be permitted
to go in qualifying the student's expectation of privacy in his:-

school locker (or in his college dormitory room)? My answer i$;
"Not very far," though admittedly that does not provide an over-
whelmingly useful standard. Fourth Amendment rights (like
other constitutional rights) would be rendered largely meaningless
if they were subject to serious qualification or elimination bY the
terms of regulations issued by those interested in making or facili-
tating a search. If a police chief issued a regulation stating that
all houses in a particular area would be searchcd if the police
chief found it desirable to do so, it hardly seems likeir; that the
courts would uphold the search. This would be true even though,
in a factual sense, it is very likely the owner would not have had
reasonable expectation of privacy from that search. The point is

4
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that the expectation 0r privacy protected by the Fou -th Amend-
ment cannot be defined in purely factual terns.. It must be de-
fined, primarily, by determining what privacy expectations should
be protected.-155

Nor should it matter, in eonn'ction with a regulation reserving
the right to make searches, that (1) the school _(or college) owns the
locker (or room) searched, (2) the school (or college) has no dnty to
provide the searched space and the _student _has no right to the
space, or (3) the space is explicitly taken by the student subject -to
the regulation. As we have seen, ownership is not a controlling con-
sideration. That the absence of a duty to provide (or right to have
a locker is irrelevant can be scen by a si_mple illustration. The
government has no duty to provide public housing, but if it elects
to Fovide honsing it may not do so subject to the right of law en-
forcement ()freers to search whenever they choose to do. so.156
There_is no right to a college education, but it is no, generally ac-
cepted that such an education cannot be muck available on the
condition that _a matt Hulating student_ forfeit certain constitutional
rights."7 Both the Fifth Circuit in Piazzola and Judge Johnson
in. Moore and _V,zzOla found that the_ student had not waived his
Fourth Amendment rights by re_ason of the college's reserved power
to search his _room.15:4 The T inker case and the fact that students
are compelled by law to attend school would seem to rule out any

155. Compare the words of Mr. Justice Harlan in a recent dissent:
The analysis must, in my view. transcend the search for subjective expectations

or legal attribution of the assumptions of risk. Our expectations, and the risks
we assume, are in large part reflections of laws that translate into rules the cus-
toms and values of the past and present.

Since it is the task of the law to form and project, as well as mirror and reflect,
we should not, as judges, merely recite tim expectations and risks without examin-ing the desirability of saddling them upon society.

United States v. White, 401 U.S. 745, 786 (1971).
156. The Supreme Court's recent decision in Wyman v, James, 400 U.S. 309 (1971)

undermines a little the ,olidence with which this prediction is made. Wyman v. James
held that ADC welfare payments could be withheld from a recipient who refused homevisits of a social worker. Although the Court's opinion seem, offensively ungenerous as
well as constitutionally objectionable, it was careful to distinguish a welfare visit from the
intrusive search characteristic of a search for evidence of crime-.

157. Sec Dixon v. Alabama State Bd. of Edlic., 294 F.2d 150 (5th Cir), cert. denied
368 U.S. 930 (1961) ; Van Alstyne, Procedural Due Process and State University Students,10 U.C_L.A. L. REV. 368 (1963) ; Wright, The Constitution on the Campus, 22 VANM L.REV. 1027, 1028-32 (1969).

158. 442 F.2d at 289-90; 316 F.Supp at 628; 284 F. Stipp at 729. Unfortunately, theMoore opinion also contains an ambiguous statement that the student lessee of a collegeroom implicitly waives his right to object to "reasonable searches." 284 F. Supp: at 731.See note 173, in_ra. 44



possible basis for arguing that a public school student waives
Fourth Amendment rights."9

Despite my criticism of the New York Court of Appeals for its
failure in Overton to question very deeply the impact of the locker
regulation before it. the existence of that regulation may have con-
tributed little to the court's conclusion. I. have already questioned
the significance of the regulation in Moore to the result in that
case. The.. effect of Judge Johnson's Moore and Piazza la op7;ions
seems to be thatnotwithstanding the search-authorizing regula-
tionthe student does have a reasonable expeetatiork of privacy

his college room except to the limited e7ctent that a search by
college officials is necessary for college purposes. The circum-
stances making such a search necessary thus would depend funda-
mentally on factors other than the existence of a regulation. Per-
haps, though, when the question is extremely close, a regulation
giving the student advance notice of a possible search may tend
to swing the balance away from the student's interest in pri-acy.
In this limited way, the expectation of privacy that a student ight
otherwise have maY be qualif;ed by publishing the regulation."'
Possibly this is what Judge Johnson had in mind when he spoke of
a regulation that would be "presumed facially reasonable" even
though "it may infringe to some extent the outer bounds of the
Focrth Amendment rights of students." But apaA from this peri-
pheral role of the regulation, the basic question in both Moore and
Overton remains whether the search was "necessary" for educa-
tional purposes as the courts in those cases concluded. I will now
turn to that question.

The Needs of Educational insti -utio
In various _ways each of the four cases that upheld the search

emphasized the unique chara2ter of education as a ground of justi-
fication. In Moore, for example, the court _stressed the existence
of a special student-colleg, ,elationship. The presence of a con-
necting lirk between this relationship and the search was ap-

159. Cf. Piazzola v. Watkins. 442 F.2d 284, 290-91 (5th Cir., 1971). It should make no
difference whether the form of the waiver is by implication by explicit contract, or by a
transfer of a limited property interest. See Comment, 17 U. KANs. L. REv. 512, 527 (1969).
But see Knowles. Crime Investigation in the Schools: Its Constitutional Dimension, 4 J.
FAMILY LAW 151, 164 n. 40 (1964).

160. It is also arguable that the existence of a regulation tends to provide evidence that
the search was conducted for the permitted purpose authorized by the regulation rather
than for some other, improper purpose. See United States v. Miller, 261 F. Supp. 442,
149 (D. 1966). Whether such a theory is valid seems debatable, since it seems to depend
on a presumption of regularity on the part of the searching official. And the theory
would seem to be especially weak where the regulation was not drawn in a way that would
narrowly and specifically limit the search conducted.
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parentl-; the critical factor that led the court to approve of the
search in Moore, and the absence of such a connection led the court
to invalidate the search in Piazzola. Unfortunately, in each case
the importance or the_ student-college relationship was largely left
to speak for itself wi_thout further explanation from the court. Ac-
cording to _Judge Johnson, the special_ relationship clearly means
that the college has a special responsibility to maintain discipline
and an educn I ional atmosphere. But the court_ did not define this
special responsibility in a way that would explain why the main-
tenance of_ discipline in _a college is more important or entitled -to
more indulgence in applying the Fourth_ Amendment than is en-
forcement of _the criminal law. Conversely. the court said nothing
at all to_explain w_hy the student's special relationship with his
college should result in his receiving a lower level of protection
than a suspected criminal or, perhaps more accurately, a suspected
criminal who is not also a student.

In its emphasis on maintaining discipline and promoting an
"environment consistent with the educational process," the Moore
court relied partly on the authority of People_v. Overton. In the
following language, the_ first opinion of the Nev- York Court of
Appeals in Overion elaborated on the reasons for stressing the
educational relationship:

The power of Dr. Panitz [the vice.principal of the school} to give his
consent to this_search arises out of the distinct relationship between school
authorities and students. The school authorities h_ave an obligation to
maintain discipline over the students. It is recognized that, when large
numbers of teenagers are gathered _together in such an environment, their
inexperience and lack of mature judgment can often create hazards to each
other. Parents, who surrender their children to this_ type of environment,
in order that they may continue developing both intellectually and so-
cially, have a right to expect certain safeguards.
It is in the high school years particularly that parent's are justifiably con-
cerned that their children not become accustomed to anti-social behavior,
such as the use of illegal. drugs. The susceptibility to suggestion of stu-dents of high school age increases the danger. Thus, it is the affirmative
obligation of the school authorities_ to investigate any charge that a student
is using or possessing narcotics and to take appropriate steps if the elia
is substantiated.161

Although this stateme- t raIses various trouble ome quest'ions,' 2

161. 20 N.Y.2d 362 283 N.Y.S.2d at 24-25.
162. For example, this explanation,does not cl arly state whether the activity's illegality,
antisocial dimension, or both, are crucial to the authorities' "affirmative obligation toinvestigate." Nor did the court indicate the extent of the investigation that would bepermissible the nature of "appropriate steps" or the standard or procedures for substan.tiating charges.
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the general picture it paint5, is clear enough: parents "surren-
der""" their children to schools; chilli:en, collectively, may create
a menace to one another; parents1" have certain rights to have
their children protected: consequently, educational administrators
must maintain discipline, which includes investigation for illegal
drugs to protect the other children from becoming "accustomed to
anti-social behavior." With relatively slight modifications to ac-
count for differences in the ages of the students and perhaps the
absence of comparable parental control, this picture could also re-
flect the circumstances of Moore. It seems fairly clear that this
concern for the safety and welfare of the "other students" stands
at the heart of Moore, and this concern was expressly emphasized
in both Sieinl" and Donaldson'60 as well.

Particularly at the high school level, where attendance is legally
compelled, this concern seems entirely justified. But even at the
college level the need for an education places students under great
practical pressure to attend. And at both the high school and col-
lege levels, these legal, social and economic pressures do result in
bringing very large numbers of students into proximity witl, 'me
another. Because, practically speaking, the coming togetner of
many stuc:,lits is not voluntary, it is especially important that these
students not be victimized by conditions prevailing at their educa-
ti, nal institutions. Furthermore, the purpose of inducing the stu-
dents to come together is to enable them to engage in academic
activity,_and this purpose might be frustrated by their exposure to
certa in dangers.

What seems to be singularly lacking -in either Moore or Overton
(or in Stein or Donaldson) is anY comparable concern for the stu-
dent who_is charged with wrongdoing or for the interest in privacy
that he champions in his own self-interest. He, too, needs an edu-
cation and, below college, is compelled by law to attend school.
Students have a strong interest in privacy in school lockers and
college rooms. Yet there is no recognition in the Overion statement
quoted earlier that the parents of the suspected students,_ no_ less
ihan other parents,_ "surrendered" their children to the school. In
Moore, the court clearly assumed that the student's special rela-

163. The accuracy of --surrender' in a system of compulsory education is of course,
questionable.

164. In the court's viev.- it is the parents, not the students, who have the rigbts..
165. State v. Stein mentioned the preservation of "the welfare of student bodies" and

quoted approvingiy the first paragraph of the Overton excerpt set out in the I._xL 456 Md
at 3.

166. In re Donaldson heavily stressed the danger of drugs to other students in the school.
75 Cal. Rptr. at 222.
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ticnship with his_ college means only that _his constitutional rights
are diminished if he is unfortunate enough to have a privacy in-
terest that is at odds with the college's interest in making a search-)

It appears that the interest in priviwy is giyen a low value in
these cases as a result of an undue concentration On the student
against whom a particular search produced evidence of prohibited
conduct. It is utterly misleading to contrast the accused and
other" students. The privacy protected by the Fourth Amend-

ment is not reserved for criminal suspects or- fo:. those who -violate
school or college regulations. All students while in school or coh
lege have a stake in preserving a modicum of privacy against the
interference of the police and also from teachers, administrators,
and other students. But, as in the criminal law generally, only the
person put in serious jeopardy by a seardi is likely to have a suf-
ficiently strong interest to challenge the legality of the search. The
student prosecuted, however, is not the only student searched.
Moreover, it is obvious that searches are conducted on the basis of
suspicion, whether well or poorly grounded. Plainly, not all
suspicions turn out to have been correct. As the barriers against
unreasonable. searches go down, the privacy of all students is
sacrificed. The resulting state of affairs is forcefully described
by the succinct condusion of the Fifth Cirmit Court of Appeals
.n the Piazzola case:

the search was an unconstitutional htvasion of the privacy both of these
appellees and of the students in whose rooms no evidence of marijuana
was found."I

Although the -- irt here_ was referring to a police search, a search
by college or school officials would similarly tend to invade the
privacy of all_students who are searched, whether or not it turns
out that they have engaged in any wrongdoing.

_In his Moore opinion, Judge Johnson adey.ed a test, the heart of
which _seems well calculated to provide a basis for balancing the
individual student's privacy interest against the educational -insti-
tution's interest in law enforcement. According to this test, _the
critical question is whether a dormitory room is used in a wav hat
would "seriously interfere with campus discipline." Unfortunately,
the application of _this test seems to have failed to result in the de-
sirable balancing for two reasons.

First, the court assumed _without__analysis that "using a dormi-
thry room for a purpose whien is i legal" would always constitute

167. 442 F.2d at 290.



a serious interTerenee with campus discipline. The problem is
that schools and colleges are not uniquely affected, as educational
institutions, by cad' and every violation of law. A determination
that there is such a special effect requires an examination of the
particular violation in the particular circumstances. Whether a
narcotics violation by a student peculiarly affects interests of an
educational institution might depend on such factors as whether
a school or college is involved, what narcotic substance is involved,
whether the offense is possession or sate. andif a salewhether
the quantity Iinvolved is large or small or whether the circum-
stances suggested a casual transfer or - professional operation. The
relevance of such factors is, nalurally, something over which rea-
sonable men might differ. Nevertheless, it does seem clear that
one student possessing (me marijuana joint in the privacy of his
room does not obviously and inevitably pose a serious threat to the
educational institution. Whether such a threat exists m ist be
examined a -d not simply assumed.

The second shortcoming in the application of judge Johnson-s
test in 3160re is the failure to require a warrant.'" Assuming an
appropriaie determinati, 9 has been made that thc educational in-
stitution has an interest independently affected by a particular
criminal violation, that interest would not necessarily be jeopar-
dized by requiring a warrant. On the contrary, it would seem that
the requirement of obtaining a search warrant from a neutral judi-
cial officer in the absence of "emergency" or other special circum-
stances would tend to achieve some balance between the compet-
ing interests ,,r the student and the school or college. None of the
courts in these cases directly discussed the justification for not ob-
taining a warrant, nor snggested that the warrant requirement
would have placed a special burden of any kind upon the. adminis-
tration or the educational institutions involved. There is no indi-
cation in any -of the locker or dormitory room cases that obtaining
a warrant would have jeopafdized the safety or welfare of any
students in any way.

An argument was advanced in this direction, however, in the
else Of In re a, one of the pocke --earch cases discussed earlier.

s quite likely that issuing warrants for administrative searches of schnol lockers
dormitory rooms uoes not fit oeatly within existing practices or statutory pro-

What is .essential is the intervention of a judicial officer, and it may be that
other form of authorizing order would have to be substituted for a warrant, . But, in

ally event, existing practices and statutes can be modified as appropriate; they would not
Justify warrantless searches where the intervention of a magistrate is constitutionally re-
quired to make a search reasonable.



If a warrant had been obtained (or a formal arrest made), the
court said,

little imagination is needed to visualize_ the adverse effect of such full
blown criminal procedures on the school's discipline generally.'"

Instead of obtaining a warrant or making an arrest, the dean of
students, acting On tile information provided by a student infor-
mer, "asked" the student defendant to accompany him to the dean's
office and there to empty -the contents of his pockets. For this, the
court had praise:

Without the intervention of law enforcement officers and with little or no
disruption of school activities or discipline, they conducted an informal
investigation of_ the reported _matter. Their information may or may not
have proved to be valid, but their action insured that the adverse effect on
the student's well-being, on his present and future emotional reaction to
the event, as well as on the several societal interests concerned, would be
kept at a minimum.170

Exactly what the court meant bv "disruption of school activities or
discipline" is not clear. This apparently means that obtaining a
warrant would be administratively inconvenient. While no doubt
the school has an interest in avoiding such inconvenience, it seems
an interest of low magnitude when weighed against the student's
interest in securing the privacy protection of ihe constitution. It is
always a nuisance for law enforcement officers te take the trouble
to get a warrant.

The In re G. opinion may also be read to contain the oblique
suggestiOn that school of ficials might ignore evidence of crime
rather than accept the burdens of obtaining warrants. It seems
inevitable that this would happen in some degree as it is a cost to
society of providing any constitutional safeguards that increase
the burden of law enforcement. But the problem is not unique to
school or college officials. If the nature of our schools and colleges
heightens the likelihood of .crime or the importance of crime pre-
vetion, we should be prepared either to -provide the personnel anfl
facilities necessary to that-task or to change the nature of our edu-
cational institutions. We should not force students into such in-
stitutions and then blithely remove constitutional safeguards they
would otherwise enjoy.

The main emphasis of th6 passage quoted from the G. case is
the impact of the warrant procidure on the searched student him-
self. The court argues, in effect, that the student's intereits receive

169. 11 Cal. App. 3c- at .1197, 90 Cal. Rptr. at 363.
170. 7,. 50



less. rather than more protection, if a warrant is required. That sort
of self-serving asse.rtjon must- ilways be greeted with profound
suspicion. In The firSt place, fae court's argument implicitly as-
Sumes either that the school's End th( student's interests are never
in- conflict or that, if there were a -conflict, the selmol officials
would act in the student's, interest rather than the school's. There
:is n'o reason to believe eithOr as'stimption to be correct.,__Al the -very
least, the Student himself should be,given the opportuniiy, through
the device of a truly vOlnntary consent, to decide whether a
warrantless search is in Ilk 0Wri interest. Furthermore, if the

.court's argument is soutyl. it would -seem to apply to all, persons:
/suspected of crime, not just. to those ,. who happen to be-students in
school. -The court's reasoning is that such suspects are better off
if warrants ar0 eschewed -because they might turn out to be inno-
cent and thet: the whole matter would be more easily forgotten as
a passing incident rather than as.the serious event signaled by pre-
sentation-"of a warrant.

There 'are .several major difficulties with the court's approach.
First, -being searchcd for evidence of a criminal -yiftlation is a
serious matter that cannot and should not be lightly regarded by
anyone concerned., Second, it is very = doubtful whether being
searched, with a warrant will ordinarily have a greater impact on
the subject than being searched-without one. In fact, a \.:arrant-
less search seems more likely to-conYey the impression that the
searched individualbe he young or oldis helpless before the
arbitrary eltercise of power by those qfficially clothed with- so-
cietys authority. Third, it ,seems clear that a green light -to- var-
rantless Karches will stimulate, searches made .on :weaker grounds
and With sreater frequency. t ourth, both thoSe; who have and
those who, appear to have .violated "laWs orTegura-,ions have an ob-
irioug interest in resisting the_gaThering oOvidefice againSt, them.

There is also a strong hint in the conrt's reaSoning that young
people are differenta hint, that is, of the idea now discredited bY
the Catili decision that young people will, be better served by:en-
trugting their freeclonl to the ,well-motivated actions of their adult-
superiors than by protecting them . with the constitutional rights
afforded adult members of society.'"

If the arguinentsarticulateby the eourt in the In re G. case lie
silently behind.the conclUsions in the cases discussed in- this paper,
my belief is even stronger that the warr_ant requirement should be

171. See pages 65.67, n fra.
172. ,See text at notes 49-52.



imposed upon- adminstratjve searches by se Tiol and college o
dials.

9upei ior 4uIho if y ouer Discipline and Security

The case against the student in Moore ends with what Purports
to 'be an alternative holding. Apart Ifom the,other, reasons given,
the opiniOn states -that th-v student's objection to 'The search of his
dormitory rocqn is conclusiVely answered by a "settled" line of
cases_ involving searches by A "superior charged with ,a responsibil-
ity of maintaining discipline and order, or maintaining seeurity""3
This alternative :approach to the case has the aura of an afier-
thought.'7 it certainly is given very little emphasis' by Judge
Johnson.

The four cases175 on which the court relied unmistakably sup-
port the proposition that, in some circumstances, a "superior re-
sponsible for discipline or security may kake searches that would
otherwise. be -unconstitutional. But it- seert7is- extremely doubtful
whether .the justifying circumstances of those cases can be triins-
lerred to tin educational ilisfitut1on . Two of the- four eases involve
Searches by military authorities of persons subject to military

173. 284 F. Snpp., at 730-31. The statements irnmediately preceding and following the
language quoted in the text are at first confusing. The court introduced the q::nted
language with the statement, "Assuming that the Fourth Amendment.-applied to college
discipline proceedings," ,,284 F. Supp. at ,730 yet the opinion nad, it seemed, clearly as-
sumed all along that the Fourth Amendment "applied." The question was how it applied.

Following the language in the text the coprt _said that a dormitory student waived ob-
jection to reasonable, searches. But ,the concept of a student dormitory tenant waiving
objection to a reasonable search is both conceptnally meaningless and seemingly incon-
sistent with the court's earlier analysis. "Reasonable" searches are not proscribed by the
Fourth Amendment, so waiving objection to them is noL necessary. Moreover, the court
had earlier rejected any suggestion that the student could he compelled to waive a
stittitional fight as a. condition of entry Ea college. Now the court seems to be saving that
such a waiver is etfected as a condition of entry into the college's dorai,ory (which it-
self, in many cases, is 6ther practically or legally required of students seeking adrnis_,ion,
see Gordon v. Riker, No. C. 426-71, 3 COLLEGE LAW But.LET;N 101 (Fla. 8th Jud. Cir. Apr.
15, 1971)). ,

conzzrue these twq somewhat, ambiguou; statements to- mean something like the fol-
lowing: Apart from any special application of the Fourth Amendment, to a sdident-col-

--lege context, a student who is also a lessee of dormitory space from a college must be
aSsumed to understand that his room might be searched by college authorities who, in a
sense, are "superior" officers c6rged with the security and discipline of the college dormi-
tory.

174.This alternative ground might be considered as a part of the criminal-administrative
distiriction also relied on by the conic and discussed earlier. See pp. 3841, supra.

4,75. United State,s v.sCollins, 349 F.2d 863 (2d Cir. 1965) ; United..States v. Grisby, -335
F.21652 -(4th Cir. 1964) ; United states v. Donato, 269 F. Supp. 921 (D. D. Peun.),Old. 379 F.2,. 288 (Srd Cir. 1967) ; United States v. Miller, 261 F. Stipp. 442 (D. DAL1966). See also Un; 'd States v. Crowley, 9 F.2d 927 (N.D. Ga. 1922). See generally
Bible, The College Dormitory Student and the Fourth Amendment: ,4 Sham or a Safe-

_ guard? 4 U. S:tri FRAN. L. REY. 49, 57-58 (1969) ; Comment, 17 U.' KANS. L. REV. 512, 524-26 (1969).



the opinions in those cases_ clearly reveal, the Fourth
Amendment is applied umkr militar'y, la w. or in a military_ context
in a_ unique, dud qualified rashian.177 Moreover, oonsiderations
peCuliai to the military so dominate such cases that they provide
very shaky analogUes for application to civilian law.178 In addi-
tion, in onet of. the two, military cases the existenee of probable
cause, was not challenged and a commanding officer was held to
have performed the role of magistrate in authorizing the search.V"

The other two eases deal with the: search -. of a locker of an em-
ployee of the. United.Staies Mine" and the search of ejAcket of a
United States- Custonis House employee.' SI It does not seem, very
bOld to assert that these two situations also present quite extra-
ordinary security needs. In the Customs House ease, m addition,
there Ivas remarkabl y. strong evidence suggesting that The defend-
ant had stolen $02,00 worth of jewels from customs and there was
also`an apparent need to act rapidly to recover them. Furthermore,
the CiTS toms House ease was decided .before Camara, and The
United States,-Mintrcase 'was undoubtedly argued ,. briefed, and the
opinion wrilten too early to be influented by the Camara deci-

2 Finally, both cases were influenced by a distinction hei
tween, public ahd private prop'ertv that haS been subsequently re-
jected by the Supreme Court in Katz v. United States:183

It sipply doet" not seem ,proper to conclude that a student 'in
'college (or school) should be subjected to the kind of autho-ritatiVe
discipline that may wsll be appropria_e for' a soldier, on military
duty. Similarly, neither a college nor a school has the kiwi of

176. United States V Grisby and United States v. Miller, note 175, supra.
177. See United States v. Grisby, 335 F.2d. at 654155; United States v. Miller, 261 F.

Supp. at 445, 449.
- 178= A fifth 'case, cited as "compare" by the Moore court, held the search in, quetion
unreasonable ..because civilians living overseas on a military compo.und are not subject. to .

military law. Saylor v. United States, 374 F.2d 894 (Ct. of Claims .1967); See' also Powell
v. Zuckert, 366 F.2d 634 (D.C. Cir. 1966). A case decided since Moore, 13-ieunik v.
Felieetta, 441 F.2d 228 (2d Cir. 1971), has applied a military Jaw',type analysis in uphold-
ing a "seizure" (line up) of policemen by the police commission& foi the purpose of in
vestigating allegedly improper behavior by police officers while on duty. Cf. Keene v.
Rodgers, 316 F. Supp. 217 (D. Maine 1970) (maritime academy) ; United States v. Coles,

. 302 F. Supp. 99 (D. Maine 1969) (job corps center).
179. -See United States v. Grisby, 335 F.2d at 655.
180. United States v. Donato, note 175, supra.
181. United States v. Collins, note 175, supra. -

182 camera was decided oin June 5, 1967, and the United States Mint case (Donato)
on June 30, 1967.

183. See United States v çpllins, 349 F2d =at 868 ;- United States v. Donato, 261 F,`Supp.
at 923-24.' -Donato also rJied on a regulation stating that the searched lncker was not
private and that it was sifijct to inspection. 11 .Drinato is correct, it is not because of
the Kegulation but becatia persons employed at the United States ,Mint ought reasonably
to expect the need for surveillance growing out of-the peculiar work inVolved.



overriding,interest in preventing thef t that would excuse- watching
students .- through peepholes."' Only a very cynical viewone
iliht.sees school Or college as not different from---iall or the army..

)would supportsuch a' comparison. There is little reason to -believe
that Allis is the view the courts -project in talking of the special
relationship of a student to .his educational institution."5

CONSENT. TO A- SEARCH BY POLICE

-.In four of The cases (Piazzola. Moore, Stein, and Overt( the
police either made pr participated in the ,carch. in each _case it
waj claimed that the police.involvement in the search was made

consent of a school or college official emPowered to give
that consent. In Piazzolet alone was this emit-m.6On clearly. re-
jected. The Stein and .Overloncourts held that the education

s official's consent was valicL The Moore oPinion seemed to rely on
:fir college administrator's consent as part of the justification for'
'participation by the-police in the search. of Student rooms. iLlead
with the hindsight of Judge Johns6'n's- subsequent Piazzola opinion,
hOwever, it appears that the rationale of Moore Is that the search
was made by college officials for college: purposes and. that the

.

presence of law enforcement, officers was_ Purely Coincidental. In
the-Steih -case the conrt held in the alternative.that the stndent him-
self had validly consented tO.,thesearch -of his locker.

Administrative "ConsentPower,,
In determining .whether the educational administrator may con-

sent to a. seakh by the .police, the problem:-is still ohe of balaneing
the interest of thc ,student in being free from governmental inva,
sions of privacy _and the interest in law enforcement, Now, of'
course, the law cam:content intereSt clearly means :egorcing She
criminal law; there is no longer any question of serving exclusively
educational purposes. For- this reason, and because the -police are.
noW the-primary aCtors, it is- possibl to- argue that the threai to
the student's interest.is greater and the special interest in carrying
out the search is less.: Whether or not such an arg.ument is sound,
certainly the factors that contribute to the balancing are in some
way different when. educational purpOses are not in the forefront.

_I earlier stated My position that an- administrative search bv an
educator that has focused oh a suspected infraction of diaw- or

184. See United States v. Collink 349 E2(-1 at 866.
185. Cf. Breen v. Kahl', 296 F: Supp. 702, 707-oa (w. D.-Wisc. 1969), Id, 419 F2E1

1034 (7th Cir., 1969).



regulation for which the student suspect is threatened With serious,
sanctions cannot., be substantially differentiated from 'a law en,
forcement search by:the police. Consequently I argued that -the
cdu6ator ought to'be limited to searches conducted 'With a -wa'rrant
or under the special circumstances that would validate warrant-
less Fearches by law enforcement ;Officers. I would-add here the
further argnment that educators 4t all leVels 'should not have the
power to,consent to searches of ,-siudenr rooms' or lockers Whrther
or- not they have the power to make those. searches themsélves
This position has .the.virtue of c.larity and simplicity. ARO, I be-
lieve in the long run, it will be The best rule for maintaining the
integritY of both our system of jitstice and our systeirL of eduea-
'tion'...

-Plainly, there are other possible posi_ ons concernfng the relation-
ship betWeen administrative search and consent powers. First, it

r;rgue that the administrative search is valkd, but an
administrator's consent to a search by law enforcement officers is

invalid. This is the positionjaken by' Judge Johnson in Lis Wore
and .Piazzola opinions ..-. it is judge Johnson s view, as we kave,

seen, that She search by college 'officials in Moore 'A,Nias reasonable
under the Fpurth. Amendment mainly 'because of the, college's
special relationship with and responsibility,to its stildents. Apply
.ing this rationale in Piazzola,. judge Johnson stressed the limited
nature a the ebIlege officials' interest and authority and specifi-
cally rejected 'the claim that the regulation authorizing college
searches provided any bask for a consent to a search by the pollee
leading directly to a criminal prosecution.

His opinion referred approv ngly to United States v. Mok,1" in
which the court said that a government employer might have the
right to inspect his employee's desk in a government- office for
limited purposes related to th--! employee's work but that the em-
ployer had no' power to consent to a criminal search by the police.
According to the Blok court,t

Operation of a government agency and. enforcement of criminal law do
not amalgamate to give a right of search beyond the scope of either.1s7

In affirming the Piazzola opinion, the I ifth -Circuit Court of Ap-
peals drew' heavily on the pinion of the Superior Court of Penn-
sylvania in- Commonwealt v. McClo.skey."8 The McCloskey case

186. 188 F.2d 1019 (D.. Cir. 1951).
187. Id. at 1021; see United States v. Hagarty, 388 F.2d 713, 71 7th Cir. 196
188. 211 Pa. Super. 4321\272 A.2d 271 (1970).'



held that the conse t to a police search of a dormitory room by
officials of a private university was invalid even though the uni-.

irersity as lessor of the room resei.yed the right to clteck for -dant-
\ ages, wear, and unauthorized appliances.' si) For this proptNtion.

McCloskey relied i-n turn on the Supreme Court's opinion in Stoner
v. Califorttimir In that 'ease the Supreme Cou'it held that a hotel
%clerk could not cons'ent -to a serch of a guesCs hotel room. The
Court acknowledged that the guest might have given implied or
express permission to maids, Janitors, and repairmen to enter the
room in the perfvManee of their duties. "But -the conduct of the
night, clerk and the police in the presemt case was of an, entirely dif-
ferent order. /

central4questio-- to be asked in applying -the Stoner principle
to locket' and doi'mitory room searches is Whether a search by an
educational administrator realty is of. an "entirely different order
from,a 'search by the police I have argited that an administrative

.search for the purpose of finding, evidence of misegnduct Justifying
a serious noncriminal sanction is not significantly different from
a police rarch for evidence ot a crime. A somewhat more restrie:-

. tiye view would .suggeSt that the similarity .of administrative and
law enforcement searches would vary. with Circumstances, depend-
ing particularly on the scope and purpose Of the administrator's
power to search.

For example, a room inspect by a college clean looking for- an
unauthorized hot plate seems slightly more seriouS than the, entry
of a maid y)'make the bed% -bill both are quiie innocuous compared
to a search by the same dean for evidence that would support an
expulsion. Also, varches ty officials of private and publicedueb,--
tional institutions may, involve significantly different implications.
The administrator at the public ins:iitution, unlike his private coun-
terpart, exercises governmental power; thus only he is cleady and
directly subject to the restraints imposed by the due process clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment,"2 It might be possible td conclude,
therefore, that a law enforcement search by flit police is' of an
"entirely different order" from the landlord-type search that the
Pennsylvania court said the private college officials would be en-

4

189.- See (Au People v. Cohen, 52 Misc. 2d 366, 292 N.Y.S.2d 706 (1st Dist. Ct. Nassau
Cty. 1968) (private college official's power to enter student's room could not be "frag-
mentized" and used as basis of consenting to police search).

190. 376 U.S. 483 (1964).
191. 376 U.S. at 489.
192. See O'Neil, Private Universities and Public Law 19 BuF-F. L. REV. 155 (1979).

But cf. 56 CORN. L. REV. 507, 51348 (1971).
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titled to make in Mt-Closkey, but not from the public college offi-
ciars search for marijuana that was found to be reasonable in
Moore. This analysis suggests that the administrative search in

oore. was not of an 'entirely different order- from the laW en-
Piazzo/a,, and :therefore that Piazzola was in-forcement search

correctly decided..

Despite these- contrary arguments. Piazzola-is, in my judgm nt,
a soundly reasoned case. At least as explained in Piazzola;
search that led to the expulsion in Moore NVas justified precisely _

'cause it was -different -from a ,search by 'the policebecause the
college had a unique interest and a more Ciliated purpose than the
police would have, had., Having made this judgment, it 'would
have .been completeht incons'istent for the, cou,rt in its ,Piazzoia de-
ciion to have permitted the administrator's limited authority to,

search to provide the basis for an unlimited authority to" consent.
The court's reasoning' plainly 'compelled the ,conclusion that the
police search Was 'of an entirely different order.

A second and quite different position on the relationship between
administrative search and consent powers was taken by -the New

..York, and' Kansas courts,' respectively, .in the Overton .and Stein
cases. -In both cases the courts, having observed that the school

.

administrator had certain authority to open hwkers for school pur-
poses, reasoned that this authority provided a basis for consenting
to the'search bylaw enfOrceMent officers. It is not easy to find a
rationale by which Overton and Stein can be 'squared with Moore
and Piazzola.

Of course it is possible, to distinguish the Mdore/Piazzolv. and
Overton/Stein positions on the basis of different factual .settings.
Under such nn analysis, school lockers are different from college

.rooms'and that is all there is to that: It is also possible that.chier
top. and Stein proceeded on the theory that, in the circurnstance-s
of those cases, the students had no reasonable expeetatio-Ipri-
vacy in their school.lockers. But any implied waive5pf rights that
might be derived -from regulations on use of th"...1-ocker and from
the student's,understanding that his' use was---nonexclusive seems
espeeially. weak -as applied to the sehOol-4fficial's 'consent to a.

police search.

Drawing a ,diStinction:.between searches by school officials 'and
law enforcerilent officers _Will not, of course, inevitably protect the
student. A school official's lawful search might well produce-evi-
dence that is turned over to the' police and used against -the student
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in criminal (or juNenile). proceedings. That is what happened in
the'.Dmoldson easeas well as the Iii re G. and People V. Steivart
eases, and'apparenily the evidence taken in Moore was used in a
criminal 'prosecution a, well as in a disciplinary proceeding."'

Nevertheless, the question is what the student reasunably should
ha-ie understood as a limitation ()I-1.01e privacy of.. his locker.- it
may be reasonable for the student to expect -that- the school vice-
principal will use his power to seardi (and any evidence _discovered
thereby) discreetly and to serve educational purposes with the
student's best ,interests in mind. If the student does reasonably
expect-this (or, more accurately, if he fails reasonably, to expect
the contrary). the student's understanding that the vice-principal
might inspect, his ,locker sliould not be extended to embrace a
power by..the viee-principal to consent to searches by the police..

'Apart from these not very satisfactory .explanations, there is
no._apparent ground for- reconciliation of the Overton and Stein
eases, on the one. hand, and the Moore/Pitizzoln approhch,, on the
othei. The Supreme Court's decision in Stoner and similar- cases
were' not mentioned 'in either Overton or Stein. Ur44 In fact, it is
air to say that neither _;the Overton nor the loin opinion reveals

any neea to explain why an authority .to search that_is_a-
based on the unique educatiun-alrehTtioi-aip-provides a basis for
consenting---krtrIINk enforcement search. A reading Of these

as a whole strAgly suggests the conclusion that the very
considerations that justify administrative searches by school
authorities also justify. ,law enforcement searches by 'the. police.
This, of '_c_lourse, is- klirLtly inconsistent with the- Moore/Piaziola
reasoning. In contrast to those cases, the Stein and Overton cases
seem to reach the conclusion that the uniquie educational purpoge
served by school locker searches -(or an important part of it) is-,the
protection of all sludents through a rigorous enfOreement of the
criminal lam% As I will discuss shortly in.-the next section, this
afiproach (parjicularly as applied in New.York) seems to heve the
effeet.4.eausincr what purports to be a limited educational excep

193. See text at note' 146
194. There are other third.party consent cases that are arguably inconsistent with

Stonar, see Annco 31 A.L.R. 241 1078 (1953) & Later Case Service for v?lutifes 25-31, at
832 (1970) '`; ci. Frdzier v. Cupp, 394 U.S. 731, 740 (1969), but these authorities were not
used in either Stein 'or Overton. In the original Overion opinion, .consideeable reliance
was' Placed on United States. v. Botsclz, 364 F.241 542 (2d Cir. 1966),_ in which the 'court,
With Judge Smith dissenting, had upheld a third-party consent on the basis of a narrow
distinction between the facts in that case and those in Stoner v. California'. Following
the remand by the Suprerne Court, reliance on Boise/ 4. was abandoned in the second Over-

- ton opinion.
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tion to swallow -up the. general, rule tha quild otherwise pr vide
sonic Fourth_ Amendment protection to school lockers.

'A third po-sition is possible under which an ediwational adminis-
trator is authorized -to consent. to 'a search by police under certain
liniited circumstances' whetfier or Mit he himself is authorized to
make an unwarranted search:195 1 t maty seem illdgical ai first -to
permit die ,adminitrator to consent to what he Cannot do himself.
This position,wonld elearly'be inappropriate if the administrator
granted his consent perfunctorily. That would simply mean that
tfre, adminiStrator had power to achieve indirectly what he was
forbidden fo do directlY. Btu,: this third positiOn may make sense

the 0,Aege or school official were seen as perfort;ning the func-
tion of a magistrate.'" As a stand-in for the magistrate, the edu
cation' official would consent to a police search only upon a sub-
-stantial showing of a need to search tantamount. to tl--??, probable
cause required ,before a, warrant ipay, be.issued. The iandard, of
course, might be nigher or it might be It'iwer (like the reasonable
basis"' standard adopted by th"(.., court in ,I-Poore):"7-

The basic idea behind this position runs #long the following
lines: conducting searches s a law' enforcement function, some-
; ring----ontside_the norMal sphere of an educational administrator.
The police know .how searches and- the schoolman
does not. Furtherniore,' the administratOr can.peff-o-rm-hisTprimavy
ta'sks better if he is not a -part-time policeman. At the same time,
there 'are strong. educational interests tha.,t may justify searches
even though a warrant is not available. ,But -such searches ,should
nof be left to the unfettered discretion of- the 'Police. An edlicaior
may seem naturally to have a distinct- interest,- not clearly sup
portive of or antagonistic to either student or police. While acting
in a magistrate-like capacity is, alsoutside-.bis normal.edncationat
sphere, it is not so far outside as playing policeman wbuld be, -and
filling'such a role isnot so inherently likely to compromise his per-

:formanee of his primary function as an 6ducatOr.
a

Needless to say, this third position contains some seriou weak-

195. It is important to reme ber that the admiriistrator's lack of search power, might be
based on state or local laW or on his conditions of pployment rather than ori constitu.

. .tional judgments.
196. Cf. United States v. Gris:)y, 335 F.2d 652, 655 (4th Cir. 1964) ; Joint, Statement

on Rights and Freedoms of Students, 54 A.A.U.P. Bulletin 258, '261, ( Section VI. B. 1 )
(1968).-f .

197. It seems very likely that Judge Johnson did base his Moore decision on the assump .
fion that the college administrator had mide an iddependent judgment that the search .
shoula be made. Of course, Piazzola tells us that the Moore search was an administrative
search rather than a consent.
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nesses. .First, it is based-on an assumption that may be extremely
unrealiStic in most cases. ,To be equal to the icmands of The magis- ,

trate's role, the school or college dministeator would have to view
himself in a truly neutral_ position, standing between student and'
police, 'and he wOuld 'have to be so viewed by others. In fact, as
the eases suggest, the 'administrator's predistiosilions .tre

,

be strongly in harmonwith the law onforcemehLot ricers, Further-
. more, apart from his own inclinaiions; the administrator will

likely be under strenuous pressure to defer to -the law enforcement,
interest . rfo be sure, not all -magistrates are models of disintrested
fairness either. But the Magistrate is a- judicial officer and is
likely to have the sense of independence that his- status offers.
Moreover, the essential natuye of the magistrate's position, his train:.
ing, and his experience all tend to reinforce a stance of neutrality:. --

and objectivity. The educational administrator, on the other hand,
is.not trained or experienced in 'making such detached. judgments,.
His position is in no Way insulated from public or employer pres-
sure. The possible criticism of any resistance,fo the, police is likety .

tO COMe frOal the Very CurfintLiiiiaty arid Cmplo-vincnt SatiFCCS that
may also influence important decisions afreeting the educator,

,

such as salary; tenure,.or promotion.

The second weakness' iS indicaied by the quetion whether there,
any-need-for--p-utfing-arreducalimalltdministrator ip the

Position of a ,quasi-magistrate for purposesoVonsenting to a school
locker or 'eollege .room search. It seems ckarly desirable to re-
cp.tire a juclical judgment by a real maOtrate whenever possible.
If a genuine emergency eXists-,- so that4 is- ,not possible to,obtain
the judgment of a rnagistrate,:the,fclice may_ conduct a search
without' either a warrant or eonsylif. Thus the ne-?d for an edn-,
cator-magistrate's consent wfulseem -to arise only in a kina of
'no-man's-land situation in which obtaining a warrant was for some:
reason impracticable, a seqra.was.,destirable, but-a clear-cut -enier-.
gency did not exist. mr* witch situations would arise with any
frequency seems doubtful._ .1-t seems clear, furthermaie, that estab-
lishing the .existence of such circumstances would entail the mak-
ing of verr-,fine distinctionsby all concernedthe lawenforcement
officer seeking, coment, _the educator called upon to ,substitute for
the magistrate, _and, the feviewing court determining 'the validity
of the consent iflit is subsequently challenge& In addition, a rule
of law authorizing this in-between consent practice would tend to
.invite the pelice, possibly supported' bY the stibstitute Magistrate,'
to disregard the warrant procedure and to gamble ihat the search60
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would be upheld ei ci as an emerg T sarcTi or on the basis a
the educator's consent.

Despite these impressive weaknesses. ;there is a str6n, case for
impw-;ing the magistrate's duty upon a school or college ad minis-
trator if the kl-NV develops in, such a way as to permit Wa,--ants to
be dispensed with In connectioh with School locker or coil..ege row-
searches under circumstances otherwise prohibiting warrantless
searches.- 'A regul'it magistrate is far ,preferable to an education
substitute. But if. the chOice i.s between no magisir_te and a sur-
rogate, magistrate,, it 'may be reasonable to opt for- the latter. If

,-this third position'were adopted-thy the conyts; it would seem highly
desirable for edueatiolial institutions to iden:ify clearly 'the official
who will perform this function' and to .attempt to create his duties
in such a way as to minimize conflicts of .interest-for him. In de-
termining the. validity of the* consent :given by :this official, the
courts WOU id -presumably: take_ into account any evidence tending
to establish the' official's independence in. lack of it under the Cif-
eumstances of the particular case.

Administrative ConsentVoluntariness
Once it is tied' _led that ttri educational adi unistrator has poWer

to consent to a search- by, law enforcement officers, the next ques-
tion is whether the, eonseili was given and, in partictilar, whether
it was given voluntarily. Of the school and' college cases considered
here, only' in ihe Overton cre wry.s,The voluntariness of the educa-
tion official'S consent challenged.

fi

The Overton case had been remandedl" to the New York courts
by the .United States Supreme Court in the light of Thimper v.
North Carolint, "9 In Bumper,' as In Overton, a search warrant
was presented af the time the -search was conducted but was ncit
subsequently relied on as justification for the -search. Reasoning
that the claim of authority to search unde-r= a warrant is tanta-
mouht to an announcement that "the oceupaiii has no right to re-
sist the search,-. the Supreme Court concluded in the Bumper case
that "the situation is instinct with coercion. "20 0 Therefore, the
Court hela in Bumper that the defendant's grandmother, who had
permitted.a search of the derFnclant's roo -1 in her house after be-le
ing presented with a warrant, had not gI n_A valid "consent."

i:;---------7---

On the remand of the Overton case to the New nrk Court of
198. 39a US. 85 (1968).
199. 391 U.S. 543 (1968).
MI. 391 U.S. at 550.



ls, three dissenters thought the reasoning aml holding of
Bumper were contro1ling,2" but the four-man majority concluded
otherwise. Conceding that a literal application of Bumper-would
demand a contrary conclusion, the majority- found special ci;:cum,
stances to support its original de4ermination that a valid consent
for the seareh had been given.

Coercion_is absent in this setting, having been displaced by the perform-
ance of a delegated duty. While we did state in our prior opinion that
Dr. Panitz [the -vicc-principall was empowered to ( msent to _the search,
in_retrospect, it should be noted that this consent was equated _to a non-
delegable duty, which had to be performed to Sustain the pubjic trust.
Contrasting alefacts in tlis ca-e .with those in Bumper, it does not re-
quire extensive analysis to conclude-that the "situation instinct with coer-
cion" which characterized the plight Of puMper's 66-year-old grandmother
cannot be -discerned where we find a public official performing, a dele,
gated. duty by perMitting an inspection of public property.202

To focus -a_ narrowly on these particular words would perhaps
distort -.somewhat the court' overall position. It is probably min-,portant to recall that the court's thinking also seerur to have been
influenced bY the school's property interest in the locker21 and by
something akin -to a waiver of rights 'by the student in using a
locker for'which he knew the school authorities retained a key.204
Still, the question squarely presented-by the -Supreme Court's re-
mand was the voluntariness of the vice-principal's consent. 'That
question is obviously nut answered by 'noting that the school oiNmed
,the locker and-retained certain rights 'of inspection in it.

:11-rifortunately, it is far froth easy,to understand the answer,the
New York court does give. Possibly Its opinion can be read tO
mean, Rimply, that the, vice-principal's' consent Was given in re-
sponse -to his dui' not in' response to the warrant. There are at
least three difficulties with this reading, however. First, the court
very plainly_ did not say this in a direct and _straightforward'
fashion; yet if that was the court's intention, it would have been
an easy-and obvimis thing to say. Second, there was at least some
evidence that the vice-princiPal had, in_fact_been influenced by the
warrant in consenting .to the search 2 ,at best, the evidence was

f 201. See di N.Y.2d at 526, 527, 301 N.Y.S.2d at 482, 483.
202. 24 N.Y.2d at 526, 301 N.Y.S2d at 482.
203. See text gt note 109.
204. See text at note 154.
205. See 24 N.Y.2d at 527, 301 N.Y.S.2d a (dissntzng opinion ) 20 N.Y.2d at 364,

283 N.Y.S.2d at 25-26 (dissenting opinion).
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'ambiguous. No doubt this second factor would tend to explain the
premding one.

Third, even assuming the controlling impoi.tance of the vice-
principal's duty, the, basic question of voluntariness remains and
the importance of the invalid warrant is not necessarily eliminated.
If .the vice=principal had a duty to inspect lockers under certain
circumstances and a concomitant power to consent to s'earches
by, the police, it still nuist be determined whether the power to
consent was voluntarily e.vereised. To do this, of course,- requires
returning _to the question whether the vice-principal exercised his
power partly as a result of 'haying, been presented with a warrant
that turned_ out-to be invalid. If his consent was partly prompted
:i.Ey the warrant, the Bumper case seems to say conclusively that
the consent wou ld not Justify the search.

Alternative' v the New -York court may have been saying, as T
believe that the vice-principal's duty required hila to per,
wit, the pblice search. Only this construction wmdd avoid the.co.n--
trolling/significam-c of the invalid war:rant. Escaping the problem
of Lhe warrant in this wkity, however, seems merely to return the
court aleing another path io the fundamental kthstacle of the Bum-

._

fier case. .For equating_the vice.-primApal's nondelegable duty to
-his consent does not suceessfully avoid the Bumper rationale.

The SUpreate court indic-ated that a c:onsent could be voluntary
and valid only if the person giving it believed thaf a choice be-
tween permitting and resisting the search was possible. If the vice,
principal was duty-bound to permit .the locker search, he had no
such choice. This:situation would F;eem h., present the .same kind
of "coloraMy lawful coercion" that the Supreme Court attributed
to the ineffective search Warrant in ,Butrwer.2" 'The only dif-
ference is that the Coercion was supplied by the New York court-
created duty rather -than by the warrant. It,is clear', of -eourse,
that the .ferderal: Conkitution is the source of the supreme law of
the land and: May not be viola4ed or qualified by any inconsistent
state,laws:.2"7 New .Yarkcannot abridge Fourth Amendment 'rights

-iby imposing inconSiSteni duties to consent to searches by school'
officials any mere:than it could abridge those :rights by requiring
policemen to search houses suspected of ciihlaining evidence of,
crime:

One would assume and hope) that some,limitation -on the poWer
of the police to make loCker searcheS' in New York would result

206. 391 U.S. at 550. /
207. See Cooper v. Aaron, 3 8 U.S. 1 18 (1958) .



from the faet that the duty_ to consent will arise .only in certain
limited circumstances.2" But the Overton opinion provides no
standairds whatsoever for idcntifyg the Circumstances under
which the duty is activated or restricted. In fact, the opinion con-
tains the disturbing suggestion that the duty ar,ases whenever there
is a suspicion. ,a violation. .Are we to assume that arty suspicion,
hOwever ..unreasonable and whatever the evidence on which it.: is
based, brings the duty into play? The vice-principal testified ',he
wdlild opedthe locker if there were any charge of improper use;.
the,court seemed to approve of his position. if this guideline is to
be applied, the -police would have ari unqu al i fied right to search
lockers: they would simply appear at school, state sthey we..,e.
suspicious of a particular student, and obtain the mandated- per-.
mission,to search. Clearly, the' Fourth Amendment was intended,
to take such unbridled discretion out Of t: : bands of the police.

Even the addption of sonic limiting standard would only elimi-
nate the 'most outrageous consequences of imposing a duty upon a

,school adMinisfrator to consent to, a law enforcement Search. As-
suming that the,power to ailment exists and that it will sometimes
be exercised, it -:-,ctms far preferable to giVe the 'school official
discretion to com-ient or not in view of the circumstances of the
individual case4han to attempt to spell out in advance the circum,
stances under which the consent must be given. f have argued
previously that sehool and ccillege officials will ordinarily fbe.0
.strongly inclined to cooperate fully wfth police. This argument is
Certainly borne put by tlie,,testimony of the vice-principal ,in Over-
ton; indicating that- he, 14ad, actiMv identified himself, with the
law enforcement :officers. In the w(_rds of the Bumper case, it is
unlikely the schoOl official will fiequently feel he has. a "riglit t6
resist thesearch."

Nevertheless, there ill undoubtedly be oecasions when the cir-
cumstances.of a regoest to search.cwould properly leac 1 a courageous
school' official in- the exercise of his best judgment insist _on a
warrant. Even if this occurs relatively infrequently, the power to
decline to "Foment" would seem to Provide.an imporlant if limited
cheekbn thb,p6Wer of the.poliee. In such _a situation:the educator.
.would act as a sort of surrogate' magistrate as outlined .earlier.
The potentially salutary effect of .placing at least a substitute
magiStrate between the pollee an,ti the student would, of eourge, bj:

208. cf. People v. Jackson, App. Div. , 319 N.Y.5.2d 731 (1971), holding
that a "high degree of suspicion:7 though sho_ t of probable cause, is sufficient to make
reasonable a search of ,a sjudene,s person 1kr a scliool administrator.
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precluded whenever he school offIcial duiy-tound
police searches.

nt to

Consent by Student
In the Stoin case, an alternative ground for upholding the rea-

sonableness of tho search was--the consent of the,student himself.
The,stud'ent's alleged con§ent was given tr.:the 'police in the prin-
cipal's office in the presence of the principal. Tho student argued
that his consent was invalid because he had not been advised that
he had a right nbt to conserq or that evidence obtained as a result
of the search could be used against: 'him. Relying on Slate v. Mc-
Carty," the cou\rt rejected these arguments and concluded that

-the warnings required byMiranda v. Arizona2" are not required
to valnlate Fourth Amendment, consents or waiVers. The Stein
court further sought to differentiate the case befwe it from the cir-
cumstances of Miranda by stating that the student's consent waS
given in a

setting whicly is not to be equated with the aufa of oppress1vness
which oft pervades the preciE.-As of a police station.21' No.

E*en granting the Courts premise that the controlling question is
:whether such consents are covered 'bY Miranda, the court's conclu-
sion is not persnasive. The Surirerne Court.has not' limited Miranda
to- police station interrogations.:I12, Furthermore, many would chal-
lenge the court's viev,- Otat the setting Of .the'Sehool, and especially .

the principaYsoffice, is not appre-ssive.213 But the question is not
whether the full' sweep of the'Miranda deci_ on will be applied to
all consents, to search as a simple matter o stare deeisis.214 The-

209. 199 Kan. 116, 427 P.2d 616 (1967).
210. 384 U.S. 436 (1967).
211. 199 Kan. at 119, 456 P.2d at 3.
212. See Orozco v. Texas, 394 U.S. (1969) (interrogation in boarding house bedroom) ;

Mathis v. United States, 391 U.S. 1 41968) (interrogation in state Jail where defendant
was incarcerated for unrelated offense). See generally Karnisar, Custodial Interrogation
Within the Meaning of Miranda, in CRIMINAL LAW AND THE CONSTITUTION 33:.; (Institute
of Continuing Legal Education e968). As the McCarty case was decided' immediately
after Miranda and before 'Orozet or Mathis, it seems a weak pr,!cedent for deciding the
conserptences of 4a nonpolice station custodial interrogation.

26; E . FRIEDENBERG , COMING OF ACE IN AMERICA (1963) ; P . GOODMAN,
213. SacOmtein,, The Politics of School Decentralization, NEW YORK REVIEW OF BOOKS,

June 6, 1
COMPULSORY Mis-EntrcA.TION (1962) ; hum Commencement at the University of Puerto
Rico, NEw Yarpc 11.EvIEvr OP BOOKS Oct. ,9, 1969, at 12: H. Kok, 36 CHILDREN (1967) ;
J. KOZOL, DEATH AT AN EARLY AGE (1967) ; G. LEONARD, EDUCATION AND- ECSTASY (1968) .

See also OUR TIME IS Now: NOTES FROM THE HIGH SCHOOL UNDERGROUND (J. Birming-
ham ed., Praeger 1970) ; How OLD WILL YOU BE IN 1984? (D. Diroky ed., Discus 1969) ;
THE HIGH SCHOOL REVOLUTIONARIES (M. Libarle & T. Seligson eds.,-Random House 1970).

214. Whether and just how the Miranda Warnings will be absorbed as Fourth Amend-
ment consent prerequisites is still an open 4uestion. Compare United 'States v. Goolbey,



question, rather, irwhet1.- r the stud s consent to the search was
voluntary.

The courts-have ieen eXtremely reluctant to infer a consent to a.
search that would 0-therwise be Unreasonable under the Fourth
Amendment.2'5 'in addition, in nany recent cases the courts have
recognized that failure to receive wahlings consenting to a
search is one factor to' e considered in determining whtther the-
consent was. voluntary.2." The Supreme Court has noted the in-
herent unreliability o confessions and admissions by children.' '7
And the-Court has emphasized the need for extreme care in deter-
mining the validity of a wttiv-IT of b9th the right to remain silent
and th right to eourisel.218 The language of the Supreme Court
in sMiranda itself casts grave doubt on the volTuntariness of a sill-
dent, consent given under conditions present in Stein. In all setz,
tings in which an individual's "freedom of action is .4!urfailed,"
the Court reasoned,,there are "inherently coMpelling pi-essures"

'that tend to "underinine the individual's will to resist and to corn-
pel him to speak where he would not otherwise do SO 'freely." 219

The student's freedom of action is severely limited by the laws
and regulations that require hiM to attend a particular school and
.io be presnent in a partienlar classroom or some other Iodation where
he is assigned 'to be During the entire school day the student's
every movement is subject to. control. Plainly the stlidenCwas snot
in the principal's office because he chose to be there. _It is .ndi
exaggeration to say' that a student compelled by law it) be in
sehool, and particularly when detained in the principal's office, is
in gustody in a sense-relevant 'to the Miranda reasoning. 220

As:all of these factors.suggest, the setting of Stein waS not con-
_

419 F.2d 818 -(6th Cir. 1970) ; Spahr V. United States. 409 F.2d 1303 (9th Cir. 1969) ;
United States' v. Miller, 395 F.2d 116 (7th Cir. 1968) aiith United State's v. Nickratch,
367 F.2d 740, 744 (7th Cir. 1966); United States v. FishO, F. Supp. , 9 Crim.
L. Reporter 2405 (D. Minn. 7/22/71) ; United States .0. Pelensky, 300 \F. Supp. 976
(D. Vt. 1969) ; United States v. Moderacki, 280 F. Stipp. 633, 635-36 (y, Del. 1968) ;
United States v. Kramer Grocery Co., 418 1.2d 987 (8th Cir. 1969) (reserves judgment
on question). See generally, Israel, Recent Developrntals in the Law' and Search and
Seizure, in CRIMINAL LAW AND THE CONSTITUTION 101, 130-36 (Institute of Continuing
Legal Education, 1968).

215: See PiazZola v. 'Watkins, 442 F2d 284, 289 n.3 -(5th Cir., 1971) and cases cited
therein. ,

216. See United States ex rel. Harris v.'Hendricks, 423 1.2d 1096 (3d Cir., 1970) ;
United States v. Caiello, 420 F.2d 471 (2d Cir., 1969), cert. denied, 397 U.S 1039 (1970) ;
Rosenthal v. Henderson, 389 F...2c1 514, 516 (6th Cir. 1968).

217. In re Gault, 387 U.S. 1, 45-48, 52- Gallegos v. Colorado, 370 U.S. 49 (1962).
218. U. at 41.42, 55.
219. 384 U.S. at 467.
220. 'gut see People v. Stewart, 63 Misc. 2d 601, 603, 313 N.Y.S.2d' 253, 256 (Crim. Ct.

1970) (didurn).



ducive to a voluntary consent _..y the student defendant. Tt seems
clear, that the failure to, advise .a studeLl of his "right to resist the
search" and of tlie posSible effect of the search may '.have some
bearing on whether his consent was voluntary in any meaningful
seme. That _failure_ takes on very great _weight When, the consent
is-given by the student to the police in the principal's office witil
the principal looking on. It would seem, as a-minimum, that -the
student should ordinarily be advised._ of his" right to insist on a
search warrant and of the possible use of. evidence_ against him.22°3
Even will such a warning, the student's consent should ordinarily .

be regarded as untrustworthy- unless one of his parents, is present
or at least consulted before the student agrees to the search.

Exclusion of Evidence
In .all five cases considered here, t__ e student was attempting fo

exclude evideMT.e he claimed had.been obtained us a result of a
seareh in violation of the Fourth Amendment. When a .constitu- ,

tionally forbidden seareh is conducted by the police 'and the re,
sultingevidence is offered itu a criminal proceeding,- it is clearly
established .that the evidence obtained through the .illegal: search
must be eXcluded froth.the case against the_defendant.221 The: deei-
Sion in Piazzola that the evidence foum in theillegat'search. of the
Students' rooms should not have been admitted is a classic illusira-
lion of this excluknary .rule.

None of _the other casps reached the questrnnI eXclusion be-
cause the challenged searches.were found to bp reasonable. As in
Piazzola, . the exClusionary-7-fule would crearlY have- prevented in-

_ _

troduction of the evidence obtained by' the .police in Overton or
Stein.222 had either search been-Unreasonable. .But the Moore and

-,

Donaldson cases'would-have raised More difficult queitions of ex-
-elu -!on. When the evideust*sults from. an Unreasonableadmin--
istrat e- search or is offered-U.-van, administrative proceeding,, ap-
plicatiOn of the -eXelusionary: rule seems th be- an uns6tiled ques-
tion.223 Although_ evidenee has sometimes been exeluded ih thole

220a. See Knowles, Crime Investigation in the Sehool: Its Constitutional Dimension:5, 4
J. FAM. L 151, 154, 163- (1964) ;:d. Rosenthal v. Henderson,' 389 F.2d 514,,516 (6th Cir.
1968) ; United States v. Moderacki,: 280 F. Supp. 633, 636 (D. Del. 1968). .

221. Mapp v. Ohio. 367 U.S. 643 (1961): .
222 In Stein,. the' eriticalevidence, against the student 'was the contraband found in a

us station locker thaFwas, opened with a key found in the school locker.- If the original
s, arch were unlawful, both the key and the contraband would 'be excluded. See Silver-
thorne Lumber Co., v.. United States, 251 U.S. 385, (1929) ; 'Fitler, "The ;Fruit of the -:

Poisonous Tree" 'Revisited and Shepardized, 56 CALIF.. L Ji.Ev. 579 (1968)
223. See generglly Note,:53 V2C L F4y. 1314 (1967). . The ilueStion' of exclusion of

evidence was not leached in either Camoritv..NuniciPal Court, 387 U.S. 523 (1967) or its
companion -case, See v. City of SeatW, 38714. 541 (1967).
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contexts by the courts,224 im other simi ar situation The attempt to
invoke the exclusionary rule has been rejected.225 '

-

hie basic'reason for the exclusionary rule has been to deter The
police from violating Fourth:Amendment rights.226 It was concluded
that alternative remedies for such violations, such as an 'acticin for
damages againsk the lav enforcement officer who carried out the
unlawful search, were inadegnate, and that the only effective
remedy Was prohibiting the ie of the 'fruits of an unreasonable
search.22-

The cas'e for .applying the exclusiorfary r ile in adMinistrafive
proceedings oi- with respect to evidence ihthered illegally by edu

,., cational administrators' woillrd- seem to depend on an assessment
of two arguments. First., the need to deter violiitions of Fourth
Ainendment right's: applies in these other contexts with consider-
able- force. Second, the applicatidn of the eXr4usionary rule in
tilese other contexts is needed to prevent, cir-:mmven ion .of -;the rule
in its primary police/criminal law setting.

In evaluating the first of theAe arguments, it is helpful to identify
three slightly different sitnations: (1) eVidenee used in an admin-
istrative p -ceeding as a result of a police search;(2) evidence used
in a crimi- al law preeeeding as a result of an administrative

-

search; (3) evidence used 'in an administrative' proceeding As a re-
stilt of-an administrafive search. None of the cases ..considered in
this paper illustrates. -the first situation; though from the Moore

.

opinion alone one1. Might haVe thought it was such ft case. Donaldson
. ,

.is an. example of The second si,tu'ation, and Moore, as it turns citit,
is an -exairiple of the third. ,

The first situation (police search/administrative -use ) .seems ;the
least important because it- seemg leag .likely to occur.. On the olie
hand it is arguir.ale that exclusiori is not needed.--because ,of thei

224. See United States v. Van Leeuwen,. 414 F.2d 758 (9th Cir 1969) ; Verdugo v. .

United States; 402 F.2d 599 (9th Cir., 1968) ; Saylor vof United States, 374 F.2d 894, 898,
903 (Ct. Claims,- 1967) ; Powell v. Zue,kert, 366 F.2d 634. 640. (D.C.' Cir., 1966) ; cf.,
Colonade Catering Corp. v. United- Stateg, 397 U.S.; 72. (1970) :,'(statutory -constr,uction) ;
Qne 1958 Plymouth v. Commonwealth, 380...U.S. 693 (4965) (quasi-eriminal. seizure).See- .

generally,:48.Iowa. L. Rev. 710- (1963).
225. See United States v. Schipani, 435 F.2d 26 (2d Cir., 1970); United States et rel.

Spearling v. Fitzpatrick, 426 F.2d 1161 (2d Cir., ..1970) ; NLRB v. Souqa Bay Daily Breeze,
415 F.2d 360 (9th Cir., 1969) (dictum). i)

226. See Linkletter v. Walker, 381 U.S. 618 (1965) ; Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643 (1961) -;
Wolf v. Colorado, 338 U.S. 25, 41-44 (1949) (Murphy, .1., dissenting) ; Weeks v. 'United
States, 232 U.S. 383 (1914).

227. See eases,' bete 226,,,sapra. The various alternative remedies and their defects are
sdmmarized in Oaks, Studying the Exclusionary Rule in Search and Solzure, 37 U. CHI. L.
REV. 665, 673.74 (1970). -.Professor Oaks also develops a very forceful case challenging
the effectiveness of the exclusionary rule.



anticipated infrequency of this type of situation. (Using t e ;same,

criteria, however, one ean argue.for exclusion to avoid fine distinc-

lions. in the law that could be justified, only, if the circumstances
bringing them into existence .were considered important.) Also,
if it is assumed that the police will :produce evidence useful in ad-
ministrative proccedingsonly as a restilt of searches that also (or
primarily) have a criminal law enforcement purpose, it is then
arguable that:the eriMinal law ingredient will control the officers'

behavior and ,provide as, much deterrence: as is needed. On the
other hand, it is argu-able that exclusion is needed because the de-
ierrence provided by the exclusionary -rule is not per feet , undep
the best of circumstances; to hold out the possibility that the fruits
of ,an illegal search can be used agaiti.it a 'student in aa adminis-
trative proceeding will tend to ,dilute the afeetiveness of the rule

still .more.228 Furthermore, searches by the police for evidence
usab`le in administrative proceedings are not inevitably linked to
criminal law enforcement searches. For eample. the.police might
well conclude that the, best way to deal with a drug problem in a
particular community is by causing certain students to be exklled.

In the second situation, represented by Donaldson, the educator
makes -the .search.and tht eVidence is :then turned .ovei to the law
enforeemmt agencies. Of course, there, is no reasbn to think:that
an action for damages would be any -more effective against school
or 'eollege officials than against law enforcement officers. But, so
the argument would run, the educational administrator would be
more inclined to accept and adhere to constitutional limits withont
external sanction than would the. policeman.220 This argument
may have 'some validity. But Most administrative officers are
strongly motivated ,to ferret out "and eliminate violations regarded
by-them as -threats to-institutional purposes and to members of the
.Community, they are responsible for protec,ling. In none of the
five Cases discussed was there any', evidence of reluctance bv The
educators 14 make the searches involved. Even if the attitudes of
_school administrators and policemen toward constitutiiinal iImit
are different,lhe difference hardly seems .great enough to call for
a, different constitutional, conclusion.

The most important element added by- the third situation involv-
ing administrative searches for administrative Firposes is the

228. Use of illegally seized evidence for sentencing rather than convicting presents a
somewhat comparable question whether deterrence will be diluted. Compate United States
v. Sehipani, 435 F.2d 26 (2d Cir., 1970) with Verdiigo v. United States, 402 F.2d 599
(9th Cir., 1968).

229. See SKOLNICK, JUSTICE WITHOUT TRIAL (1968).
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elimination of crimina1 sanctIons. The arguments developed earlier
in this paper compel the conclusion that this is only a marginally
significant distinetion.2"" Administrative sanctions used against
students are ofien extremelv serious. and the intensity of the edu-
cation official's :search is likely to be great. Thus, the need for a
deterrent in this situation is not Substantially- less than- the .need
in the preceding one.

Thle second main argument is that the exclusionary rule should be
extended- to the contexts here considered to avoid erosion of the
rule as applied to police searches for evidence of crime. This argu-
ment applies only to the second situation described above, that is,
where an "educational administrator makes the search and turns
,over the evidence to the police. The principal feattires of this
argument weye outlined earlier in discussing the undesirability of
encouraging the police to transfer police investigatory tasks to col-
lege or school of ficials.231 The argument applies even more.. force-
fully here. In the earlier discussion, the question was whether ad-
ministrative searches by:educators should be treated as reasonable
in circnmstances where poliee searches would not be so treated.
Hoe the question- is whether, assuming the'administrative searches
are unreasonable, the evidence they produee should nenetheless
be ,admissible.

The history of the closely analogous "silver-platter" doctrine
suggests that use of evidence illegally obtained by educators and
turned (1-*=. er to' thepolice should not be. condoned.232: Under this-
doctrine evidence.#1egally-obtained by the state police could be
handed 'over hit fedefatTnfficers "on a silwer platter"' and used in
federal courts. Noting that' joint participation of state and federal
officers, would invalidate -the doctrine and that, determining the
existence of such joint partitipation ilad been frustratingly diffi-
cult, the Stipteme Court finally abandoned the doctrine in Elkins
v. United States2"3 The Court safd that the kind of cooperation
between state ari&federal police .that should be encouraged is

hardly promoted by a rule-that implicitly invites fegeral officers to with-
draw from such associatibn and at least tacitly to encourage.state officers

&) in the disregard of constitutionally protected freedom:234

It is Sometimes said that exclusion of relevant evidence is an
extraordinary remedy and should be restric ively pplied. This

230. See page 32, supra.
231. See page 40, supra.
232. See Lustig v. United States, 38 U.S. 74, 79 (1949).
233. 364 U.S. 206 (1960).
234. Id. at 221-22.



is no doubt true, but it should mean that the exclusionary rule
must-be restricted to situations where it produces greater benefit
than'harm to the adminisiration of justice. In my Judgment, an,

.assessment of thearguments_in this section leadis to_the conclusion
that the exclusionary rule_ should be applied to all unreasonable
searches in the educational contexts considered in this paper. It
may well be that_the effectiveness of excluding evidence has been
oversold235 and that the exclusionary rule should be replaced by
some better deterrent.2"" The arguments of thiS section do riot, of
course, suggest that, such tt development would be undesirable. At
the present time, however, there does _not appear_ to be such an
alternative and, until there is, it would be undesirable to apply the
exclusionary rule to some but not, 'all_ of -the locker searches de-
signed to detect and prevent crime and closely related misconduct
in schooL

V. CONCLUSION

In a few c-ncluding remarks, T want to summarize the main
points I have tried to develop concerning the law of locker searches
and then make a f w observations about the broad values at stake
in decisions- on these legal principles.

My crit.icism of Some of the.decisions of th& courts is ,inot based
on any novel theory of constitutional law. It relics ( n the apfdi-
cation of accepted principles to somewhat different circumstakes.
The .primary question, surely, is whether a student does indeed
have a reasonable expectaotion of privacy in his school. locker. No,
doubt many observers, would _reject the idea that the student is en-
'titled to such privacy. Th, as I have argued, 'the, student-does have
a strong interest in -privacy by reason of the -conditions .of school
where he is required by law to be in attendance. A number of
decided cases involving, variously, the Fourth Amendment, the
rights of students in public school, and the rights of youth ma e it
difficult to ignore that interest.

.11 the -student's 'privacy -interest, is recognized, the second prin-
cipal question concerns the reach of the Fourth Athendment pro7
tection to which he is entitled. have argued that the -limits o1
this protection should be controlled mainly by general Fourth
Amendment prihciples- .which require search warrants validly

235. See Oaks, Studyink the Exclusionary Rule in Search and Seizure, 37 U. CHI. L.
REj. 665 (1970).

236. /d. at 754-57



issued by a judicial officer in the absence of an emergency or the.
like. Certainly the warrant req airement ought to apply to police
searches. The decisions considered here recognize thai principle.
Moreover, in the Piazzohi ease the Federal District Court 'for the
Middle District of Alabama rind the United S,lates Court of Ap-
peals for' the Fifth Circuit have',given that principle meaning in
connection with college room searches b., miming to acknowledge
the- cOlkge administrator's consent ato a search .by the police. By
Contrast, it seems to me, the New York ('oUrt- in the Overion case
4,and perhaps the Kansas court ,in the .S'tein case) has permittcd the
warralri reqnirement to be comp10,ely undermined, first, by giving

-the school administrator the power -to consent to .locker searches
by law enforcement officers,'and, second, by treating the consent
power as a, duty, thus leaving the discretion tt arch or not in th-e
hands of the police.

I concede that a stronger case can be made 'for permitting
searcheS by educational administrators, and, such searches have
thus fai. beeri uniformly accepted by the courts. I continue to be-
lieve the -the administrative seardi power could be 1-rtade subject
to the warrant requirement without substantial adverse effect on
legitimate educational or law enforcement- -interests and that the
power- should, .in general, be iceepted far moie guardedly than the
eenrts have so far seemed inclined to do.

-_,L-1-

Ici short, I am saying that the frustration.. of crimeTPrevention
activities in school that would result from applying Fourth Amend-
ment principles to lOcker, searches should not be overestimated,
and that the damage ,-th\at can 'result from diluting constitutional
safeguards should not be underestimated: I have 'already ques7
hone& the disadvantage that would result- from honoring the- war-
rant requirement. One Might ask, in' addition, just how effective
lOCker searcheS are at crime ventic.' .., For example, it is . not-clear that drfig distribution .(with .whi-:-. .all the cases except Stein
were concerned) would be significantly'abated in school if fre-
quent warrantless locker searches were generally condoned.

But that may be too detached ,an inquiry for dealing with such
a problem as crime in school.' One Cannot escape t-he sense of a
larger dimension lying behind the articulated reasons set forth in.
the .opinions of the.-cases considered.. in this -paper. Disruption,
lawlessness, violence, dring abuseperhaps all too often thought.
lessly associated and .e0ated with ime anotherare- pereeived by
increasing numbers of Americans, including judges, as societal
problems affecting s_lools in -a deeply troubling way, something
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approaching a catastrophe-. Given this view of American public
schools, it, is not surprising to find the courts reluctant to interpret
legal principle.=-- a way that might frustrate attempts to bring
these evils under control. I myself confess to feeling uneasy about
aavocating legal poSitions that might give a freer hand to violence
or drug distribution in school.

Yet there are powerful forces on the other side of the balance as
well. History seems to have a way of reminding us that taking
constitutional shortents does not Work. That is the fundarn'efftal,
and most important lesson of the Gault decision. Edgar Z. Frieden-
berg has argued that dignity and privacy are not permitted to de-
velop in American high schOols 237 and that

IL is idle to talk about civil liberties to hdults who were systematically
taught in adOleseence.that they had none; and it is sheer hypocrisy to call
such people freedom-loving.238

'His argumen-t iA characteristically blunt and exaggerated. But
does not Mr. Friedenberg's point give us paucs0 It is essentially
the same point that the Supreme Court made almost thirty years
ago:

That [Boards of Education] are educating the young far citizenship is
reason for :scrupulous protection 'of Constitutional freedoms of the indi-
vidual, if We are not to strangle the free mind at its source and teach
youth to discount important principles of our government as mere plati-
tudes.239

There. i8 .a very good'ehance that the greatest long-range danger
to our-society and its members is not crime in school but an erosion
of privacy and the destruction Of human values that go with
privacy. There is no doubt that the c'xisting technical capacity for
invading privacy is monstrous. It would.be highly desirable if the'
'citizens of the:United States who are now in school learnAo.value
privacy, learn that the society respects it, and learn that the.courts
will protect it- from invasion at least by unreasonable governmental
searches and seizures.

237. See E. FRIEDENBERC THE DIGNITY OF YOUTH AND OTHER ATAVISMS 93 Beacon
Press 1965).

238. Id. at'187.
239. Board of Educ. v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624, 637 (194


